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For America’s Heritage

The Public Lands Foundation advocates and works for the retention of America’s Public Lands in public
hands, professionally and sustainably managed for responsible common use and enjoyment.

Retiring?
Join PLF & keep in touch

with BLM and friends.

FIRST YEAR IS FREE!
Subsequent years only $35

Join NOW by sending name, mailing
address, email address and phone num-
ber to Public Lands Foundation, P.O.

Box 7226, Arlington, VA 22207.

2012 PLF ANNUAL MEETING AND SYMPOSIUM
TO COMMEMORATE THE ANNIVERSARIES OF

THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE AND THE HOMESTEAD ACT
September 12 -15, 2012

Boulder, Colorado

The PLF Annual Meeting will take place
on September 14 and 15, 2012, in

Boulder, Colorado, immediately following
the 2012 Commemoration of the 200th

anniversary of the establishment of the
General Land Office and the 150th anniversary
of the enactment of the Homestead Act, which
begins on September 12.

     The PLF, BLM, the Center of the
American West, and the University of
Colorado are sponsoring the
Commemoration, which is titled, “The
Nation Possessed: Conflicting Claims on
America’s Public Lands.”  This will be a
unique, very informative event you don’t
want to miss.  And, if you volunteer and
help, you can participate for FREE (your
Symposium Registration Fee will be
waived).

     The Commemoration activities will
replace this year’s regular PLF annual
meeting agenda, the PLF Banquet will take
place Friday evening, September 14, and
the PLF Board of Directors will be meeting
Saturday, September 15.  Those planning

to attend the Board meeting should probably
plan on departing for home late Saturday
evening or on Sunday, September 16.

     Plan on arriving in Boulder on Monday,
September 10 or Tuesday morning, Septem-
ber 11.  An orientation and scheduling of
assignments for PLF volunteers are planned
for Tuesday afternoon, September 11.  Activi-
ties begin Tuesday evening with a reception

(Continued on Page 3.)
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Henri Bisson

As I was flying home from
D.C. after presenting the

PLF annual employee awards
to two well-deserving BLM
employees, David Rosen-
krance and Mark “Sparky”
Taber, I’m afraid I had too
much time on my hands!  I
started reflecting on the fact
that David was the son of a
long-time BLM leader, Les

Rosenkrance.  Les was a District Manager in Safford
when I first went to work in Arizona. He then went to
Alaska as the Associate State Director, back to Arizona
as State Director and on to Boise as head of the Na-
tional Interagency Fire Center before retiring. He was
well liked, respected by all and wore the BLM brand
proudly! In 1999, Les also received the same PLF award
that David received this week. I guess the apple doesn’t
fall far from the tree!

     After the presentation by Director Abbey and myself,
David approached me to thank the PLF and the
Committee that chose him to receive the award.  He
told me it meant more to him than the several secretarial
awards he had received, because he knew that it came
from folks who had walked in his shoes and understood
the challenges BLM employees and managers face every
day trying to do the right thing. If you read this, Les,
you should be proud of your son. He is also headed for a
distinguished career.

     So then, I started reflecting on the latest political
turmoil that BLM is dealing with back in D.C. as we
speak!  It seems that a few BLM employees at several
locations have been charged or are being investigated
for falsifying time sheets or misusing the BLM award
gift card program. At one location, a number of em-

ployees may be involved. This situation has been
reported widely in the media and couldn’t come at a
worse time. Federal employees have been under assault
this year by politicians in D.C., who look for anything
to find fault with federal employees or agencies who
mismanage appropriated funds or provide insufficient
oversight. It doesn’t matter that a very small number of
unethical people may be involved. It’s an opportunity
to take shots at the Federal work force and the BLM in
particular.

     BLM Deputy Director, Mike Pool, is an honest and
honorable person. He has stood up and taken the public
bullet for the illicit behavior of a few. He has testified
before Congress that, as the career leader of the BLM,
it’s his responsibility to prevent these things from
happening. He has reinforced the need for more oversight
of financial matters in the Field and the need for strong
leadership by the BLM Executives to prevent this from
happening again. Worst of all, he was forced to shut
down an award program that was intended to make it
easier for employees to be recognized for the good work
they do.  The program has been effectively and
responsibly managed in most BLM offices.

     So after all that, everyone in the BLM is being
penalized for the unethical behavior of a few. It isn’t
right, but it’s unavoidable until the investigations are
complete, appropriate charges brought and/or discipline
meted out. Why do some people always think they can
get away with inappropriate behavior? Do they think
the rest of us are stupid?

Spring is wonderful.  It makes you feel young
enough to do all the things you’re old enough to
know you can’t.                  —Franklin P. Jones
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2012 PLF ANNUAL MEETING AND SYMPOSIUM
(Continued from Page 1.)

for Student Congress participants.  The Student Congress
meets with policy makers on Wednesday morning and
the Symposium begins that afternoon at 1:00 p.m. and
continues until 3:00 p.m. Friday, September 14.

     The Symposium includes a welcome by Bruce
Benson, University of Colorado President; a Keynote
Address by Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar
(invited); a Native American perspective by Walter
Echo-Hawk; and an interview of BLM Director Bob
Abbey.

     Dr. Patricia Limerick of the Center of the American
West and University of Colorado is leading the effort to
develop the Conference agenda.  Symposium sessions
include topics such as:
  • “Clerks and Cowboys:  The General Land Office

and the Shaping of the U.S.”
  • “Burning Man Meets Managing Man:  The BLM

and the Energy of American Art”
  • “Reconciling the Treasures of Resources with the

Treasures of Beauty and Biology:  The BLM and
the Art of American Energy”

  • “Science vs. Emotion:  Making Informed
Decisions in the Midst of a Stampede”

  • “Respecting Posterity’s Property”
  • “The Nation’s Great Experiment:  Enhancing

Conservation in Multiple Use”

     On Thursday evening, September 13, we are planning
a reenactment of the General Land Office in 1812, 1912
and 2012 and a pre-enactment of the General Land
Office in 2112.  This, you will find as a special treat!

     On Friday, we will have Roundtable Sessions made
up of well-known dignitaries, such as Jim Caswell,
former BLM Director; Mike Dombeck, former BLM
Director and Chief of the U.S. Forest Service; Dale
Bosworth, former Chief, U.S. Forest Service; Luther
Propst, Executive Director, Sonoran Institute; Johanna
Wald, Natural Resources Defense Council; Bill Ritter,
former Governor of Colorado, and others.

     The Student Congress and the Symposium all take
place on campus at the University of Colorado, Boulder.

     Mark your calendar and make your transportation

and lodging arrangements now.  This will be an
exciting  and informative event.  And, we need your
help to make sure the Symposium runs smoothly.

     Lodging has been arranged at the Best Western
Boulder Inn, 770 28th Street, Boulder, Colorado 80303.
It is conveniently located directly across from the
University of Colorado at Boulder, and it provides
guests easy access to the city’s principal attractions,
shopping, and dining.  The Inn provides a complimentary
hot breakfast, free high-speed internet access, 40-inch
LCD TVs, and 24-hour business center and health club
privileges.  It has an outdoor heated swimming pool and
hot tub.  It is a two-story hotel with no elevator.  Anyone
having problems with stairs needs to request a room on
the first floor.
 
     Call the Best Western Boulder Inn at 303-449-3800
or toll free 1-800-233-8469 for reservations.  Be sure to
mention “Public Lands Foundation” to get our reduced
rate of $99.00 plus taxes per night for one king bed or
$109.00 plus taxes per night for two queen beds.  These
rates are good from September 9 through September 16,
2012.  Register early, but no later than August 11, 2012.
After August 11, rates will be honored upon availability.
Rooms must be guaranteed with a credit card.  Individual
reservations must be cancelled 24-hours prior to arrival
to avoid a charge of one night.

     The Best Western Boulder Inn is a 45-minute drive
from Denver International Airport, and a one hour fifteen
minute ride via the Boulder Super Shuttle (Advance
reservation required, $25 each way/$50 round trip.  Call
303-444-0808). Also, there are a number of car service
transportation companies that can pick you up at the
Airport and bring you to the Best Western Boulder Inn.

  The registration fee for “The Nation
Possessed: Conflicting Claims on America’s Public
Lands” is $50.00, if received by August 11.  After that
date it will be $60.00.  The Colorado Campus Services
Group will be establishing a registration website in April.
Check the PLF website at www.publicland.org for a link
to it. The PLF meeting registration form will be included
in the summer edition of the Public Lands Monitor and
on our website as well.  Be sure to look for them.
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PUBLIC LANDS COMMEMORATION
FORUM

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
September 27, 2012

The Public Lands Commemoration Forum described
in the previous edition of The Public Lands Monitor

will take place at the Black Canyon Conference Center,
9440 N. 25th Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona, on September
27, 2012.

     Former Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O’Connor, former Secretary of the Interior and Arizona
Governor Bruce Babbitt and BLM Director Bob Abbey
have confirmed, and former Arizona Representative Jim
Kolbe has been invited.

     Professor Charles Wilkinson, a Moses Lasky
Professor of Law History and Society in the American
West at the University of Colorado Law School, will
provide a history of Public Lands and key public land
laws.  Dr. Eduardo Pagán, Arizona State University’s
Bob Stump Endowed Professor of History, and current
co-host of History Detectives on PBS, will provide a
historical Arizona perspective.

     The Forum will be video-taped and web-streamed
courtesy of BLM and the BLM National Training
Center.

     The PLF website, www.publicland.org, provides the
latest information on the Forum.  Please check it
periodically for new information.  A registration website
will be set up in late April or early May.  So, mark your
calendar and stay tuned.

     More information will be provided in the next edition
of The Public Lands Monitor.  If you are interested in
helping, please contact Beau McClure, President of the
Arizona Chapter, by e-mail at bcmcclure@cox.net or
by phone at 623-587-7883.

PLF ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES

Note: For a complete record of PLF advocacy activi-
ties, go to the “Current & Past Correspondence/News”
page of the PLF’s website at www.publicland.org.)

PLF Testimony on BLM Fiscal Year 2013 Budget
presented by Elena Daly, PLF Vice President for

DC Affairs, to House Subcommittee on Interior,
Environment and Related Agencies, on March 22,
2012

MR. CHAIRMAN:

We thank you for this opportunity to present your
committee with our views regarding the Bureau of Land
Management’s (BLM) budget request for FY 2013. As
a national, non-profit organization with more than 700
members, comprised principally of retired, but still
dedicated, BLM employees, the Public Lands
Foundation (PLF) has a unique body of experience,
expertise and knowledge of public land management.
As retirees, we believe we offer an objective and non-
bureaucratic view of what is currently happening on the
National System of Public Lands (NSPL). The PLF
supports the BLM and its programs, but we are
independent in our views and requests. We strive to
improve the effectiveness of the BLM by 1) encouraging
professionalism of its employees, 2) increasing the
public’s understanding of and support for the proper
management of the NSPL, and 3) promoting proper
scientific management of lands administered by the
BLM.

Overview:  Some of the most significant management
challenges for the BLM stem from rapid population and
urban growth in the West and accompanying increased
demands for access and use of the NSPL. The BLM’s
customers are as diverse as the natural resources the
Bureau manages.

The public lands provide the Nation with opportunities
for expanding the development of renewable energy as
well as traditional needs for oil, natural gas, coal, non-
energy minerals, grazing land and timber. Recreation,
wildlife, wild horses, cultural resources and special
places are significant attributes of those lands as well.
Management activities contribute to the vitality of state
and local economies, generating an expected $4.5 billion

(Continued on Page 5.)

“Growing older is not upsetting: being
perceived as old is.”
                              — Kenny Rogers
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 in revenues for 2012, mostly from energy development.

Budget Overview:  The PLF recognizes the reality of
funding constraints and the need to reduce the Nation’s
budget deficit.  In general, we feel the Administration
is seeking a very constrained budget in consideration
of the fiscal issues being faced by the Congress and the
Administration. In that light, PLF is pleased with several
aspects of the overall budget request for the BLM. In
particular we are pleased to see increases in several
important areas, the America’s Great Outdoors Initiative,
the New Energy Frontier Initiative, and Sage Grouse
Conservation.

The America’s Great Outdoors Initiative would provide
funding for some of BLM’s most underfunded
programs—Recreation, Cultural Resources and the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS). The
NLCS is unique and composed of incredible landscapes
within the BLM’s National System of Public Lands,
which have been designated for their outstanding
cultural, ecological and scientific values. These areas
range from red-rock deserts, rocky coasts and deep river
canyons to high mountains and arctic tundra.
Management of the NLCS has long been underfunded.

We believe that BLM’s energy programs need to be fully
funded. These programs generate the bulk of receipts
from the public lands, can have significant impacts on
the ground and should be primarily funded from
appropriations or the receipts generated by the leases.
Increased Oil and Gas Inspections are important and
must be funded, but we are very concerned that some of
the new fees being proposed are coming ahead of the
actual legislative proposals, where the program changes
could be fully vetted.  Of particular concern is
“production accountability” to ensure that all producers
of energy or minerals under the Mineral Leasing Act
and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act are
accurately reporting their production to the United
States.  More funding for this purpose will mean more
oversight and more money to the U.S. Treasury.

The potential listing of the Sage Grouse as an
endangered species has major implications for energy
development and other uses of the BLM public lands.
It is essential that the BLM’s funding increase be
supported so that it can continue to make progress in
preventing the need to list the Sage Grouse.

PLF ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES
(Continued from Page 4.)

We believe the Abandoned Mine Lands fee combined
with the proposed budget increase will provide a process
to begin reclaiming both the safety and environmental
hazards that remain after over 150 years of hard-rock
mining on millions of acres in the West.

We are also pleased to see increases for land acquisition,
renewable energy, resource management planning, coal
management, and, other mineral resource management
programs.  We are also pleased to see the Secretary’s
proposal to reauthorize the Federal Land Transaction
Facilitation Act (FLTFA) and to allow lands identified
in newer BLM land use plans as suitable for disposal to
be sold using FLTFA authority.

We are pleased that in recent testimony before the
Congress, the Secretary announced a scaled back
proposal for the realignment of functions of the Office
of Surface Mining, Reclamation and Enforcement and
the BLM. There simply was too much opposition to this
effort.

However, we have a number of concerns with other parts
of this budget proposal.

Rangeland Management Program: We are very
concerned about this program. We know that
administrative costs are being driven up by numerous
factors, not the least of which is the burdensome cost of
litigation. While we support BLM’s proposed pilot
grazing administrative processing fee of $1 per animal
unit month to assist the BLM in processing permits, we
are very concerned with the proposed reduction in the
Rangeland Management Program for administration of
livestock grazing. The reduction far exceeds the
increased revenue from the pilot program and will deeply
impair the BLM’s ability to meet its legal requirements
on the ground. We believe funding for this program
should be restored.

Alaska conveyance: The reduction of $12.4 million from
the Alaska Conveyance Program will be devastating to
the BLM in Alaska and the U.S. Government’s
commitment to the State of Alaska, the Native Corpor-
ations and individual native allottees to transfer lands
that have been promised to them for over 40 years. This
would be roughly a 20 percent reduction in land transfer

(Continued on Page 6.)
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PLF ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES
(Continued from Page 5.)

capability and will result in reductions in force and the
loss of many 638 Survey Contracts for many small
villages in Alaska.

Wild Horses:  While we are pleased that the
Administration has requested sufficient funds to support
efforts for this controversial program, we remain
dismayed at the seemingly unsolvable issues that
continue to haunt efforts to maintain healthy horses on
healthy ranges. Congress must step in at some point to
write more effective legislation and provide specific
guidance, particularly to resolve the issue of spending
many millions of dollars maintaining unadoptable wild
horses. It can’t continue in this manner much longer!

Mr. Chairman, we hope these comments and concerns
assist you in budget deliberations for the FY 2012 budget
for the BLM. We remain sincere in our efforts to assure
proper management of the National System of Public
Lands.

Henri Bisson, President Public Lands Foundation

PLF’s February 16, 2012 letter to Arizona state
legislative leaders opposing pending state legislation
to take over the Federal Public Lands in Arizona.
Similar legislation is under consideration in several
other states.

Representative Russ Jones
Chairman, Agriculture and Water
Arizona House of Representatives
1700 W. Washington, Room 304
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Dear Chairman Jones:

The Public Lands Foundation (PLF) opposes HCR 2004,
HCM 2002 and HCM 2003; Reference Titles: State
Sovereignty; Federal Lands, Devolution to Arizona; and
BLM Lands, Transfer to State; respectively, as these
bills are ill-conceived, will create numerous fiscal and
administrative problems for the state, and are unwanted
by the American public.

The Foundation is a national 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization established in 1987 that advocates for the

retention of America’s public lands in public hands,
professionally and sustainably managed for responsible
common use and enjoyment.  Our membership is made
up primarily of retired Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) employees and represents a broad spectrum of
knowledge and professional experience in public land
management.  Thus, the PLF has a shared interest in the
management of the public lands managed by the BLM
for the benefit of our communities for future generations
and under the principles of multiple use.

HCR 2004  HCR 2004, if passed and approved by the
voters, would add Article II.I.1., Declaration of
sovereignty, to the Constitution of Arizona, wherein,
Section 1.C. declares that the State of Arizona has
“sovereign and exclusive authority and jurisdiction over
the air, water, public lands, minerals, wildlife and other
natural resources within its boundaries,” with two
exceptions.  Such a declaration ignores the fact that lands
currently being managed as “public lands” were not, nor
were they intended to be, given to the State of Arizona
as part of its Enabling Act and they still remain in federal
ownership.  The declaration also ignores the fact that
state rights are subordinate to Federal rights and that
the declaration is tantamount to a taking, if it were to be
considered genuine.

Furthermore, if the State of Arizona was to receive
administrative responsibilities for over 12 million acres
of public lands administered by the BLM, many
significant problems would occur.

In a time when the State of Arizona is having difficulty
finding resources to pay for essential services and closing
its state parks due to lack of funds, it is hard to understand
how the State will be able to take on management and
law enforcement responsibilities on an additional 12.2
million acres, an area larger than all Arizona State Trust
Lands and State Parks combined.  These public lands
administered by the BLM include 47 congressionally
designated Wilderness Areas totaling more than 1.4
million acres; five National Monuments totaling more
than 1.7 million acres, three National Conservation Areas
totaling more than 122,000 acres, 20 campgrounds, two
Long-term Visitor Areas, 197 developed recreation sites,
15 resort concessions, 14 rivers suitable for wild and

(Continued on Page 7.)
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PLF ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES
(Continued from Page 6.)

scenic river status, 19  National Register Listings, 8,470
recorded cultural resource properties, and much more.
All of these are currently being managed for public use
and enjoyment at no expense to the State of Arizona.

Recreational uses of these resources attract 5.7 million
visits each year (13.9 million visitor days) from around
the world contributing many millions of dollars to the
Arizona economy.

Arizona and counties where public lands are located
currently receive a significant share of receipts from
the public lands managed by the BLM with no
responsibility for management, protection, law
enforcement, etc.  In 2011, Arizona received
$31,546,890 in Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILT)
payments. Arizona counties depend heavily on the
money they receive from the federal government to
compensate for property taxes they cannot collect on
federal lands. The BLM lands are a major contributor
to the PILT payments to Arizona. It is not likely that
Arizona would continue PILT payments to counties if
the BLM lands were transferred to state ownership. In
addition, the public would lose essential services, such
as wildfire fighting, provided on the public lands by the
federal government.

The public lands administered by the BLM offer more
recreational opportunities over a broader geographical
area than lands of any other federal agency.  Transferring
ownership to the State of Arizona would most likely
restrict the public’s access to public lands due to the
State’s different mission, mandates and needs. Hunters,
anglers, campers, hikers, and other recreational users
could be limited in their access to vast areas of the West
if the lands were transferred out of federal ownership.

HCM 2002   HCM 2002 asks the United States
government to dispose of the public lands within
Arizona’s borders to the State of Arizona.  This memorial
is based upon an erroneous interpretation of the course
and practice of the United States Congress at the time
of Arizona’s Enabling Act as well as referenced
provisions of the United States Constitution.

In fact, Arizona, being one of the latter states to join the
Union, was treated far better and received more land
than states that joined earlier.  As an example, Arizona’s
Enabling Act granted it four sections of land out of each

township while most other states received only one or
two sections per township.

And, the current language in Article XX, paragraph 4 of
the Constitution of Arizona—“The people inhabiting this
state do agree and declare that they forever disclaim all
right and title to the unappropriated and ungranted public
lands lying within the boundaries thereof and …”—is
based upon a correct understanding of Arizona’s
acceptance of the provisions in its Enabling Act and
therefore should not be modified (emphasis added).

HCM 2003  HCM 2003 asks the United States Congress
to enact legislation that would implement the transfer
of lands currently managed by the BLM to the State of
Arizona to be held in trust for the benefit of public
education.  This memorial too is based upon false
premises.

The public lands managed by the BLM are not
administered “by federal bureaucrats in Washington,
D.C.”  In fact, they are managed by the local BLM offices
using an extensive land use planning process that takes
place over several years and actively involves hundreds,
if not thousands, of local citizens and other public land
users throughout the process.

If these lands were to be placed in trust to the State of
Arizona for the benefit of public education, the
management of these lands would need to change
significantly and many public uses and benefits would
be lost.

Again, we emphasize HCR 2004, HCM 2002 and HCM
2003 will create numerous fiscal and administrative
problems for the state, and are unwanted by the American
public.  They are inappropriate and should not be given
further consideration.

I have attached PLF Position Statement 2010-10 Keep
Public Lands in Public Hands.  This Position Statement
that we developed a couple of years ago on this topic
will provide you with additional background
information.

Thank you for your consideration of our remarks.

Sincerely,
Beau McClure, President, PLF Arizona Chapter
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The Public Lands Foundation is 25 years old this
year. The organization was initiated by George Lea

in 1987 and was incorporated on November 17, 1987
in Virginia with George Lea, President; Irving Senzel,
President elect; James O’Connor, Secretary-Treasurer;
and Directors-at-Large Doris Koivula, Arnold Petty, and
George Turcott.  Its objectives were to keep the public
informed about issues involving the BLM public lands
and helping BLM retirees keep in touch with former
friends and associates.

     The following Charter members soon joined the
organization:
Alaska: Neil Bassett*, Louis Carlson*, Jim Cheatham,
Robert Clithero, Lyle Jones*, Curtis McVee, Jim
Richardson, Thomas Schroder*, Jim Scott*, Robert
Sorenson, Dick Tindall*, and John Merrick*

Arizona: William Barker*, Bob Buffington, Ralph
Carpenter, Glen Collins, Ted Dingman, Bill Earp*, Joe
Fallini*, Don Gipe*, Frank Gregg, Kelly Hammond,
Kelly Johnson*, Jim Linne*, Vince Ogurek, Fearl
Parker, Ken Reinert, Paul Rigtrup*, and Bob Whitney*

California: Walt Beck*, John Birch*, Louis Boll, Jean
Dubois*, Derrel Fulwider*, Jack Haslem*, Harold
Hochmuth*, Luther Hoffman, Dorothy King van Kleek,
R. Thomas van Kleek*, Charles Knight, Harry Miwa,
John Moon*, Robert D. Neilson*, J. R. (Russ) Penny*,
Howard Richmond, and Harriett Sosbee*

Colorado; Dale Andrus, Dan Baker, Max Bridge, Lily
Burnham, George Holte*, Francis Horak*, Jerry Ives,
Dick Kerr, John Killough*, Art Kron, Harold Lynd*,
Harold Martin, Neil McCleery, Jack McIntosh*,
Maurice (Scoop) Marsh*, Ed Pierson*, Cecil Roberts,
Garth Rudd*, and John Russiff*

District of Columbia: Rita Dolan

Hawaii:  George Nishimoto*

Idaho: Ed Barnes*, Roger Burwell*, Albert Cramer,
John Crawford, Glen Fulcher*, Walter Hankins*, Ken
Irons, Walter (Ed) Jones*, Richard Lingenfelter*, Lyle
Linnell, Bill Mathews*, Ernie Palmer, Burt Silcock*,
Tom Skinner, Orpha Townsend, Lorin Welker*, Clair
Whitlock, Lowell Udy*, and Don Yingst

Illinois:  Mark Guidry*

THE PLF IS 25 YEARS OLD!!

Maryland: Marion Clawson*, Bill Dorsavage, Bob
Jones*, Ron Nelson*, Sam Nichols, Jerry O’Callaghan,
Arnold Petty, Irving Senzel*, Blanche Skinner, Evelyn
Tauber*, and Lonnie Williamson

Michigan: Alex Kennedy*

Minnesota: Richard Johnson*

Montana: Betty Baltrush*, Millie Gilbertson, Shirley
Heffner, Neil Morck, George Nueberg*, Gene Newell,
Bill Noble*, and Ed Zaidlicz*

New Mexico: Paul Applegate, Elba Burke, Keith
Norris*, John Riley, Bob Schultz*, and Bill Warner

Nevada:  Ed Evatz, Stu Gearhart, Dennis Hess*, Jim
Hogan, Nolan Keil*, Bob McCarthy*, Roger
McCormack, Norman Melvin, Ed Rowland*, John
Trimmer*, and Jim Yoakum

North Carolina: Ruth Rigor*

Oklahoma: Faye Hyde and Marvin Klemme*

Oregon:  Irving Anderson*, Roscoe Bell*, Harold
Berends,  Henry Blessing*, Ken Burkholder*, Howard
Delano*, Joe Dose*, Dick Gerity*, Herb Haglund, Jim
Hart, A. J. Hillsamer*, Bob Hostetter*, Fran Jacquemin*,
Bill Leavell*, Max Lieurance*, Glenn Lipscomb*, Gale
Ontko, Larry Ouellette*, Gene Peterson*, Boyd
Rasmussen*, Lowell Russell, Don Schofield*, Virgil
Seiser*, Nettie Stokes, Travis Tyrell*, Shirley Vessella*,
Murl Storms*, and Ross Youngblood*

Texas: Nellie Wilson

Utah: Don Bailey*, Warren Brough*, Kent Giles, Paul
Howard, Byron Mock*, Barbara Price, Jack
Reed*, and Ron Younger

Virginia: R. E. Brown*, Lester Dunn*, Frank Edwards,
Jim Fare, Bill Johnson*, Doris Koivula*, Karl
Landstrom, George Lea, Andy Ondorf, George Turcott*,
and Dale Zimmerman*

Washington: Curt Berklund, Ed Dick, Harvey Grimm*,
George Frances* George Gurr, Al Leonard*, and Roger
Robinson*

(Continued on Page 9.)
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Wisconsin: Charles Stoddard*

West Virginia: Amy Snyder*

Wyoming: Rex Colton, Nyles Humphrey*, James
O’Conner, Hugh Wall

* Deceased

     PLF President-Elect Irving Senzel died before taking
office in 1993, and George Lea continued to serve as
President until he was succeeded by Henri Bisson in
2009.

     In 25 years, the Public Lands Foundation has grown
to about 700 members; and over 1000 copies of its
newsletter, The Public Lands Monitor, are sent to
members, friends, BLM Offices, and other conservation
organizations.  PLF’s 25th Annual Meeting will be held
this year in September in Boulder, Colorado in
conjunction with the Symposium which PLF is helping
to sponsor to commemorate the 200th Anniversary of
the establishment of the General Land Office and to
make recommendations for the future of the BLM Public
Lands.

THE PLF IS 25 YEARS OLD!!
(Continued from Page 8.)

PLF AWARDS

PLF Landscape Stewardship Certificates of Appreciation
were presented to Grand Staircase Escalante

Partners and Delores River Restoration Partnership, both
in Utah.

CITATION
Grand Staircase Escalante Partners

     The Public Lands Foundation presents the Grand
Staircase Escalante Partners with its 2011 Landscape
Stewardship Certificate of Appreciation and this
Citation.  The Foundation grants this recognition to
honor private citizens and organizations that work to
advance and sustain community-based stewardship on
landscapes that include, in whole or in part, public lands
administered by the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM).

     Grand Staircase Escalante Partners (GSEP) is a non-
profit organization that works solely with BLM’s Grand
Staircase-Escalante National Monument to protect the
majestic and unspoiled character of the Monument and to
support conservation and sustainable uses of the Monument
and adjacent public lands.  GSEP has been instrumental in
developing conservation programs that promote the
Department of the Interior’s mission and the protection and
management of Monument resources through partnerships
involving the surrounding local communities, non-
governmental organizations, and state and other federal
agencies.

     In Fiscal Year 2010, GSEP provided funding and/or labor
in support of almost thirty BLM environmental education,
interpretation, research, and volunteer programs and
projects.  One of these projects was a Native Plants
Restoration Project at Kanab High School that included
collecting seeds from native plants, germinating them in
the school’s greenhouse and planting the seedlings back in
the field.  Eventually, the project involved sixty-seven
students.

     The Partners continued a Southern Utah Oral History
Project that collected over 200 oral histories through
interviews of people living near the Monument.  They
established an Archaeological Site Stewardship Program
where 15 site stewards work under the direction of a GSEP
coordinator and archaeologist.  They were instrumental in
the development of two road guides that encourage visitors
to explore backcountry roads and better understand their
geology.

     The Partners hired college and high school interns,
awarded science scholarships for research projects, hired
the Utah Conservation Crew from Utah State University to
remove invasive Russian olive trees along Escalante River,
and provided about 60 volunteers that help the Monument
with various conservation projects.

The Partners supported and promoted many other activities
benefitting the Monument.  They include a “Walks and
Talks Lecture Series,” community events, a Science Center
and Science Coordinator, development of the Escalante
River Watershed Partnership, a digital research library, a
Long Valley High School Restoration Project, hiring of a
Communications Coordinator, co-hosting a research
symposium in celebration of 10 years of coordinated
research inside the Monument, and writing monthly news

(Continued on Page 10.)
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articles published in newspapers that serve five
communities.

     A principal value of GSEP is that it is a community-
based organization that provides a strong connection
between the Monument and local communities, supporting
conservation projects and Monument management.

     The Public Lands Foundation is pleased to present
the Grand Staircase Escalante Partners with its 2011
Landscape Stewardship Certificate of Appreciation and
this Citation for invaluable contributions to the
stewardship of America’s public landscapes.

/s/ Henri Bisson, President
September 7, 2011

PLF AWARDS
(Continued from Page 9.)

From L to R: Sarah Schlanger, Associate Monument Manager, Grand Staircase
Escalante National Monument; Grand Staircase Escalante Partners (GSEP)
volunteers Sue and Don Fox; GSEP Executive Director Roger Cole; Grand
Staircase Escalante National Monument Manager Rene Berkhoudt, and PLF
Utah State Representative Bill Lamb.

CITATION
Dolores River Restoration Partnership

     The Public Lands Foundation presents the Delores
River Restoration Partnership with its 2011 Landscape
Stewardship Certificate of Appreciation and this
Citation.  The Foundation grants this recognition to
honor private citizens and organizations that work to
advance and sustain community-based stewardship on
landscapes that include, in whole or in part, public lands
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.

     The Dolores River Restoration Partnership was
formed in 2009 by the Walton Family Foundation, the
David and Lucile Packard Foundation and the Nature
Conservancy to bring together the large number of
partners necessary to work on one of the region’s toughest
and most important restoration challenges. The
partnership is focused on restoration efforts along the
Dolores River Corridor from the McPhee Dam in
southern Colorado to the Dolores’ confluence with the
Colorado River in eastern Utah.

     The Partnership developed the Dolores River Ripar-
ian Action Plan, a watershed-wide tamarisk control and
restoration strategy. The Action Plan emphasizes eco-
logical goals and work needed to achieve a “thriving
Dolores River system that is ecologically, socially and
economically sustainable in a multiuse context.

     The Partnership helps to en-
sure a coordinated and collabo-
rative approach on a watershed-
level scale between private
landowners, federal and state
land managers, county weed
managers, non-profit organiza-
tions, volunteer groups and
many others in southwestern
Colorado and southeastern
Utah to treat invasive species
and restore riparian ecosystems.
As of January 2011, Partner-
ship efforts have treated or re-
moved 500 acres of tamarisk
and 150 acres of Russian knap-
weed along 55 miles of the
Dolores River on federal, state

and private lands.  The Partnership also arranges bi-an-
nual meetings for the entire group; coordinates with com-
mittees that meet on specific topics as needed, such as
monitoring, funding, grazing practices, etc.; hosts field
trips and river trips that allow on-the-ground informa-
tion sharing between groups; and sends out newsletters.

     The Partnership also aims to develop and inspire the
next generation of land stewards. To accomplish this,
the Partnership has developed relationships with regional
Conservation Corps groups that consist mostly of rural
and Native American youth.       (Continued on Page 11.)
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PLF AWARDS
(Continued from Page 10.)

     The Partnership also develops funding sources for
restoration actions, associated monitoring efforts, as well
as public education and outreach efforts.  It pursues
grants, contracts and donations, and strives to leverage
other public and private resources.

     The Public Lands Foundation is pleased to present
the Delores River Restoration Partnership with its 2011
Landscape Stewardship Certificate of Appreciation and
this Citation for invaluable contributions to the
stewardship of America’s public landscapes.

/s/ Henri Bisson, PLF President
September 7, 2011

     PLF Utah State Representative Bill Lamb presented
the Certificate of Appreciation during a ceremony in
Kanab, Utah, on March 20, 2012. Peter Mueller of The
Nature Conservancy, Mike Wight of the Conservation
Corps, and Stacy Kolegas Beaugh of the Tamerisk Coa-
lition, accepted the Certificate on behalf of their orga-
nizations.  Also among those present were Catherine
Robertson, Grand Junction BLM; Barb Sharrow,
Uncompahgre BLM (Colorado); Rock Smith, Moab
BLM (Utah); Mike Jensen, Tres Rios BLM (Colorado);
and Jim Cagney, NW Colorado District BLM.

     PLF’s 2011 Outstanding Public Land Professional
Employee Awards were presented to David P.
Rosenkrance and Mark “Sparky” Taber, on March 29,
2012, in a ceremony at the BLM Headquarters Office
in Washington D.C.

OUTSTANDING PUBLIC LAND
PROFESSIONAL

MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE AWARD
CITATION

David P. Rosenkrance

     Throughout his career, and more specifically in the
last two years as manager of the Challis Field Office in
Idaho, David P. Rosenkrance has demonstrated a
commitment to public lands management, including
responding positively to customer concerns, balancing
the agency’s mission to appropriately manage natural
resources with the desires of various competing interests,

and assertively defending the agency’s position in the
face of increasing political pressures and lawsuits.  His
initiatives have proven effective despite flat-to-declining
budgets and increased challenges through litigation.  In
the past two years, Dave has responded to many
significant emerging issues in a proactive and cooperative
manner, often across jurisdictional boundaries.

    The monumental task of completing and implementing
a field office-wide travel plan has become an outstanding
example in Idaho of how to approach a controversial
and potentially emotional issue, and it is directly
attributable to Dave’s determined leadership.  With very
little outside funding, the project was accomplished by
a tenacious manager who encouraged his staff with a
“Let’s get this done” attitude.  The decision allows for
more proactive management of a vast network of roads
and trails; lays the foundation for the development of
additional trails and recreational opportunities near the
towns in Custer County; and provides guidance for travel
planning for many years to come.

     Dave has led his staff through difficult times and
managed to maintain an active on-the-ground resources
program.  Dave has reinforced the need to be open and
transparent with the NEPA processes.  And, on numerous
occasions, he has reiterated publicly that a wide range
of public input is needed to meet the needs of NEPA
and make good, long-term decisions.

     Dave exhibits a proactive approach in the
development of the employees.  He has allowed them to
take risks and assume leadership no matter what their
grade level, and he has encouraged them to think outside
the box, which has resulted in a can-do attitude among
his staff.  Several staff members have left the field office
for new opportunities throughout the West, in part
because Dave’s leadership allowed them to stretch and
grow.

     Dave possesses an admirable forthright character that
“tells it like it is.”  This approach has served him well in
interactions with employees, peers, and community
members on actions throughout the Challis Field Office.
He has demonstrated an ability to cut to the heart of an
issue, look for potential weaknesses, explore various

(Continued on Page 12.)
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possible solutions, and then talk those solutions through
with affected parties.  He is a firm defender of public
lands and the interests of the BLM, fostering these same
qualities in his staff.

     David P. Rosenkrance’s extraordinary performance
in a managerial/administrative role has earned him the
Public Lands Foundation’s Outstanding Public Land
Professional Award in the Managerial/Administrative
category for 2011.

PLF AWARDS
(Continued from Page 11.)

(L to R) BLM Director Bob Abbey, David P.
Rosenkrance, PLF President Henri Bisson

OUTSTANDING PUBLIC LAND
PROFESSIONAL OPERATIONAL/TECHNICAL

AWARD CITATION
Mark “Sparky” Taber

     Mark “Sparky” Taber has a talent for organizing
complex operations, managing people and implementing
action.  He is always thinking about how to get things
done in the most efficient way possible.   And, he exhibits
passion, innovation, professionalism, and commitment
to protecting and enhancing riparian resources in western
Colorado.

     According to Grand Junction Field Manager
Catherine Robertson, “Sparky possesses a wealth of
knowledge, tremendous creativity, and is relentlessly
committed to getting things accomplished at the ground
level.  He has made a huge difference in keeping riparian
areas healthy.”

     As a resource specialist with the Bureau of Land
Management’s Grand Junction Field Office, Sparky has
been recognized statewide for his work to eradicate
noxious weeds in western Colorado over the past decade.

     Sparky also has been recognized for his work with
BLM’s OHV Safety Program.  His contribution to a
significantly improved safety training program for BLM
employees has enhanced the Bureau’s ability to provide
quality ATV “hands on” training.

     Taber has worked tirelessly with innovative
approaches to rid riparian areas of noxious weeds, which
can have a devastating impact on wildlife habitat if left
unchecked. Among Taber’s many accomplishments over
the past decade, he designed a special “weed raft” to
reach infested areas with no road access. He helped lead
the effort to cut down hundreds of invasive Russian olives
and tamarisk trees along the Colorado River in Ruby/
Horsethief Canyon, then helped devise a drip system to
water the cottonwood trees planted in the campsites along
the river.

     Taber is a key player in the Dolores River Restoration
Partnership – a coalition of private, federal, state, and
county entities working to restore riparian areas along
the Dolores River between McPhee Reservoir and the
confluence of the Dolores and Colorado rivers just north
of Moab, Utah.  The Partnership spans 4 Field Offices
and two states, and the complexity of meeting the
challenge of landscape management of a complete
riparian system is ever present.  As a key BLM staff
person for the Partnership efforts, Sparky’s development
and implementation of programmatic NEPA documents,
grant writing, and development of an Assistance
Agreement that could be utilized by all BLM specialists
has greatly improved the efficiency of staff.  In addition,
Sparky ran full speed in support of the Department’s
Youth Initiative and his support enabled the Grand
Junction Field Office to utilize eight Youth Conservation
Corps interns as well as Conservation Corps crews for a
majority of his project work.  Sparky’s abilities as a
mentor and teacher are legendary and this is perhaps
one of his greatest strengths that he continually shares
with the Field Office.

Mark “Sparky” Taber’s extraordinary performance in
(Continued on Page 13.)
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an operations/technical role has earned him the Public
Lands Foundation’s Outstanding Public Land
Professional Award in the Operations/Technical category
for 2011.

PLF AWARDS
(Continued from Page 12.)

(L to R) BLM Director Bob Abbey, Mark
“Sparky” Taber, PLF President Henri Bisson.

NATIONAL PUBLIC LANDS DAY
REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM

Saturday, September 29, 2012, is National Public
Lands Day (NPLD).

     The National Environmental Education Foundation
and the BLM again plan to provide funding for a
National Public Lands Day Reimbursement Program.
And, PLF is again receiving requests for small cost
reimbursements (maximum of $400) for approved 2012
NPLD projects.  No form is required.  Site Coordinators
should send an e-mail with the approved 2012 NPLD
Site name, how much they need, and a description of
the items to be purchased to Beau McClure, PLF
Director of Operations, at bcmcclure@cox.net.  He will
then reserve the requested amount until the purchases
are made. Once the items are purchased, the Site
Coordinator or the vendor can send Beau (preferably
by e-mail) an itemized bill or invoice and the PLF will
send them a check. If other purchasing arrangements
are necessary, we will try to accommodate them.

     The reimbursement money is available for those
purchases that are difficult or impossible to make through
the BLM budgeting process, such as entertainment,
water, food, work gloves and other supplies for
volunteers, tent rentals, small materials and supplies, etc.
Site Coordinators are encouraged to apply early.

     If anyone has questions, or needs more information
about this program, please contact Beau McClure.

PROJECT  2012
A 1960’s Look at What the BLM Would Be

Doing in 50 Years
By Glen Collins
PLF Secretary

In 1960, I was a lands and mineral examiner with the
BLM in California.  I helped some of the “old heads”

in the BLM prepare a “Project Twenty-Twelve” report
which Interior Secretary Fred Seaton sent to President
Dwight D. Eisenhower with an August 27, 1960 letter
saying, “It is our belief that this report represents a
reasonable projection of the future needs for the long
range management of the public lands under the
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management.”

     Re-reading that Project 2012 report is like opening
a time capsule on the BLM.   It describes what was
important to BLM in 1960, and what the authors assumed
would still be important in 50 years.  The report focuses
on Lands, Minerals, Range Management, Forest
Management, and Recreation activities.

     The lands and minerals sections focused on
adjudication of applications and classification of lands
for disposal and federal management.

     The section on Range Management reports that there
were 17 Million Animal Unit Months (AUMs) of grazing
authorized on BLM lands in 1960, and predicts that the
BLM lands would support 44 million AUMS in 2012.
The 2010 on-line edition of Public Land Statistics (PLS)
reports the current use as 8.6 million AUMs.

     The Forest Management section reports that in 1960,
the total volume of timber harvested was 1.1 billion board
feet.  It predicts that in 2012, 1.3 billion board feet will

(Continued on Page 14.)
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be harvested, “enough to build a gang plank to the moon
with lumber left over for a community of 300 families,”
and it states that “it is tremendously desirable to keep
every acre of commercial timber fully productive” with
“the regular harvest of the full sustained yield allowable
cut.”  PLS reports a harvest of only 275,000 mbf in
2010, less that 25% of what it would take to build the
gang plank, and recently the Department disapproved
the BLM’s plan for timber harvest on the O&C lands.

     The Recreation section recognized the rapid increase
in recreational use of the BLM public lands, and states
that “more than 2 million people probably used BLM
recreation sites last year,” and that “at least 20 million
acres of BLM lands in the West can be developed to
meet future public demands for outdoor space to rest
and play.”   It envisions BLM building more roads and
campgrounds, but that the primary responsibility for
recreation developments lies with states and local
government.  The PLS reports that there were 66.4
million visitor use days on BLM lands in 2010,  and
over 24 million acres are in units of the National
Landscape Conservation System.

     For BLM retirees, there are a lot of familiar words
in the Project 2012 Report.  Words like applications,
land disposal, desert land entries, mineral
adjudication, available forage, soil and moisture
conservation, aerial spraying, weed control, and
sustained yield.

     However, a lot of words are missing from that
report—words like cultural resources, wilderness, wild
horses and burros, renewable energy, solar panels,
wind farms, spotted owls, travel management plans,
recreational shooting, off-highway vehicles, and
endangered species.

     The authors of Project 2012 had no way of knowing
about the Endangered Species Act, NEPA, FLPMA,
National Monuments, a National Landscape
Conservation System or a National System of Public
Lands.  The Project 2012 report illustrates not only how
badly we failed to predict what would be happening in
50 years, but also how dramatically the wants and needs
of society have changed in 50 years, and are still
changing.

PROJECT  2012
(Continued from Page 13.)

     Could we do any better today on a Project 2062?
What recreation vehicles will be in use in 2062?  What
creatures will be the spotted owl or the wild horse of the
2060s?  What lands and minerals will be needed for the
new energy sources that will surely be developed in this
century?

     The lesson and the message we can gain from Project
2012 is this:

     The National System of Public Lands is a huge
reservoir of public lands and resources that should be
kept in public ownership to meet the current needs of
the public and to help meet the as-yet unknown, and
unknowable, needs of future generations, keeping the
options open for future natural resource needs and public
uses which we cannot possibly envision at this time.

     The discussions at the PLF’s September 2012
Symposium in Denver on the future of the BLM public
lands should heed this message.

     (Note:  In the 1970’s, BLM Director Curt Berklund
issued an Information Memo stating that Project 2012
no longer represented BLM’s vision for the future of the
BLM public lands.)

SPECIAL DUES PAYMENTS

Contributing Members:
Richard M. Barber Kemp Conn
Marvin LeNoue Neil Morck
Marvin W. Pearson Robert J. Rivers
David L. Stout Lynn F. Williams

Sustaining Member:
Frances W. Werner

Sponsoring Member:
Hatsuyo  Hatanaka

Patron Member:
Rebecca Johnson

New Life Members:
Robert E. Doyle Mike Ferguson
Thomas O. Hansen David B. Hunsaker
Carol A. Moore Butch Peugh

(Continued on Page 15.)
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MEMORIAL CONRIBUTIONS

Received from: In Memory of:
Robert R. Kindschy Geron Long
Carolyn Droscher Linda K. Goodkin

BLM AND PUBLIC LAND NEWS ITEMS

The following issues and activities have made the
news in recent months.  More background

information is available on the “Current & Past
Correspondence/News” page of the PLF’s
www.publicland.org website.

Grazing Fees:  The federal grazing fee for BLM and
Forest Service lands for 2012 will stay at $1.35 per
animal unit month  (AUM).  However, the budget
proposes a pilot program that would add $1.00 per AUM
as an administrative fee that would be phased in over
the next three years to bring the total fee to $2.35 per
AUM.

Proposed Wild Horse Ecosanctuary on Private Land:
BLM has selected for environmental review a private
land site near Centennial, about 30 miles from Laramie,
Wyoming, proposed as the location for a wild horse
ecosanctuary.  The proposed 250-horse ecosanctuary
would help the BLM feed and care for excess wild horses
that have been removed from Western public rangelands;
the facility would also be publically accessible while
providing potential ecotourism opportunities.

Update of Planning for Western Oregon Forests: BLM
has begun the process of revising Resource Management
Plans for 2.5 million acres of forested lands in six BLM
Districts in western Oregon, to update the plans that
were put on hold two years ago by this Administration.

Merger of the Office of Surface Mining into the BLM:
Studies are underway on a proposal to consolidate the
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
into the BLM.

GLO PROJECT DONATIONS

Ray Brubaker
Nick Cozakos
Audrey M. Sawicki

IN MEMORIUM

Gail Achterman, former DOI solicitor who helped BLM
interpret and develop the regulations for the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA), on January
28, 2012, in Portland, Oregon.

Mary A. Bell, worked for many years at the BLM
Richfield District Office, on January 12, 2012, in St.
George, Utah.

Lyman Henry Brigham, Forester for BLM in Oregon,
on October 31, 2011 in Clyde, Texas.

Thomas (Tom) Frank Eidel, Digital Cartographer for
the BLM in Alaska, on December 28, 2011, in
Anchorage, Alaska.

Douglas Gibson, BLM Cadastral Surveyor and
Environmental Specialist in Anchorage, Alaska, on
December 24, 2011 in Anchorage, Alaska.

Linda Kay Gookin,  Land Law Examiner in the BLM
Wyoming State Office in Cheyenne, on February 21,
2012, in Cheyenne, Wyoming.

Jim Hutchison, Public Contact Specialist and Surface
Protection Specialist in the BLM Phoenix District
Office, Arizona, on January 9, 2012, in Farmington,
Missouri.

David Russell Jandt, BLM Wildland Fire employee
with the Alaska Fire Service at Fairbanks, Alaska, on
December 24, 2011, in Enterprise, Oregon.

Sharon Kiser, Timber Sale Clerk and Accounting Tech
at BLM Medford District, on February 9, 2012, in
Salem, Oregon.

Karen May Slater, headed Congressional Affairs Office
and Intergovernmental Affairs Office in BLM’s
Washington, D. C. Office, on January 19, 2012, in
Annandale, Virginia.

Mable Ruth Smurthwaite, BLM Human Resources
employee in Portland, Oregon, on February 2, 2012, in
Salem, Oregon.

“A true friend is someone who is there for
you when he’d rather be anywhere else.”

  — Len Wein
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PLF AND BLM SPONSOR TWO EVENTS TO COMMEMORATE
THE 200TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE AND

THE 150th ANNIVERSARY OF THE HOMESTEAD ACT

PLF ANNUAL MEETING—GLO
COMMEMORATION

                  Boulder, Colorado
September 11 - 15, 2012

PUBLIC LANDS COMMEMORATION
FORUM

                    Phoenix, Arizona
September 27, 2012

PLF ANNUAL MEETING—GLO COMMEMORATION
      Boulder, Colorado

PLF Annual Meeting

This year, the PLF is holding its Annual
Meeting in Boulder, Colorado in con-

junction with a Commemoration of the 200th

anniversary of the establishment of the Gen-
eral Land Office and the 150th anniversary
of the enactment of the Homestead Act.  The
Commemoration is titled “The Nation Pos-
sessed: Conflicting Claims on American’s
Public Lands,” and it will be in lieu of the
PLF’s regular Annual Meeting program.
The Commemoration will bring together a
large group of distinguished public land
experts to discuss and make recommenda-
tions for the future of the public lands ad-
ministered by the BLM.  The advice and
recommendations developed at the Com-
memoration will be sent to the BLM, the
Department of the Interior, and the Adminis-
tration.

     The Commemoration events will take
place at the University of Colorado’s Center

for Community (C4C) building and Stadium
in Boulder, Colorado, on Tuesday evening
through Friday afternoon, September 11-14,
2012.   The Center for Community building
is within walking distance for some from the
Best Western Boulder Inn.  The Stadium is

(Continued on Page 3.)
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

Henri Bisson

I’m frustrated!.....Really
frustrated!!!

It has been 3½ years since this
Administration vacated the
Western Oregon Plan
Revisions that were completed
at the very end of the Bush
Administration. The decision
to vacate the plans was done

as a result of continuing threats of lawsuits and legal
advice from the Justice Department, who would have
had to defend the decisions.  I have no quarrel with
the Administration’s right to change the plans.  That
is not the basis of my frustration.

     At the time of that decision, there were options
available to speed up the process of replacing plans
that the Administration felt could not be defended. One
possible solution would have been to simply vacate
the Record of Decision and go through a much
shortened process based on use of the existing NEPA
analysis to issue a new Record of Decision. It would
have saved a lot of time, money and some of my
personal frustration.

     Instead, the BLM is now embarking on a new
planning effort for Western Oregon, 3½ years later!
Recent attendance at some of the scoping meetings
has a number of our members concerned, because the
O&C Act and forest harvest issues are specifically not
being identified as issues to be considered in the plans.
It’s not a matter of raising very legitimate issues with
the public regarding the management of other values
of the O&C lands.  It’s the complete denial of the legal

framework required by both the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act and the O&C Act for
management of these Nationally significant forest
lands that concerns me. Public information related to
this effort avoids any mention of the O&C Act.

     The O&C lands have a rich history of recreation
use, significant biological and cultural values, and, a
very significant economic value to local communities.
How can we avoid discussion of use of these lands for
the production of wood using the best science and
technology available anywhere in the world? These
are the most productive forest lands in the United
States. Is it better to force timber production on other
countries where technology and forest practices lead
to wasting of huge forest areas and associated impacts?
It just doesn’t make any sense to me!

     PLF membership includes five former Oregon State
Directors, former District and Area managers, planners
and employees from many disciplines who spent the
last 40 years in a seemingly endless stream of plan
production for Western Oregon. There has been one
battle after another to supplant sound decisions based
on the best available science with decisions based on
ideology. When is it going to stop?

“Smart is when you believe only half of
what you hear.  Brilliant is when you
know which half to believe.”
                — Orben’s Current Comedy
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approximately ¾-mile from the Inn.  On-campus parking
is approximately $1.25 per hour.  The availability and
cost of shuttle busses/vans are being explored.

     The PLF Annual Banquet will take place on Friday
evening, September 14, at the Bácaro Venetian Taverna,
921 Pearl Street, Boulder, Colorado.  And, the PLF
Board of Directors will hold its Annual Meeting on
Saturday, September 15, from 7:30 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.,
at the Best Western Boulder Inn.   Non-Board members
are welcome.  Those planning to attend the Board
meeting should plan on departing for home late Saturday
evening or on Sunday, September 16, 2012.

     Although we have not organized any spousal tours
this year, there is a lot to see and do in the Boulder area
and vicinity.  If your spouse does not plan to attend the
Commemoration events and is looking for things to do
while you are in Boulder, please contact Beau McClure
by e-mail at bcmcclure@cox.net or by phone at 623-
587-7883 for a list of things to do, compliments of
Barbara Guest, who did the research.

     Lodging has been arranged at the Best Western
Boulder Inn, 770 28th Street, Boulder, Colorado 80303.
It is located directly across from the University of
Colorado at Boulder and it provides guests easy access
to the city’s principal attractions, shopping, and dining.
The Inn provides a complimentary hot breakfast, free
high-speed internet access, 40-inch LCD TVs, and 24-
hour business center and health club privileges.  It has
an outdoor heated swimming pool and hot tub.  It is a
two-story hotel with no elevator.  Anyone having
problems with stairs needs to request a room on the first
floor.

     Call the Best Western Boulder Inn at 303-449-3800
or toll free 1-800-233-8469 for reservations.  Be sure
to mention “Public Lands Foundation” to get our
reduced rate of $99.00 plus taxes per night for one king
bed or $109.00 plus taxes per night for two queen beds.
These rates are good from September 9 through
September 16, 2012.  Register early, but no later than
August 11, 2012.  After August 11, rates will be honored

PLF ANNUAL MEETING—GLO COMMEMORATION
Boulder, Colorado

(Continued from Page 1.)

upon availability.  Rooms must be guaranteed with a
credit card.  Individual reservations must be cancelled
24-hours prior to arrival to avoid a charge of one night.

     The Best Western Boulder Inn is a 45-minute drive
from Denver International Airport, and a one hour fifteen
minute ride via the Boulder Super Shuttle (Advance
reservation required, $25 each way/$50 round trip.  Call
303-444-0808). Also, there are a number of car service
transportation companies that can pick you up at the
Airport and bring you to the Best Western Boulder Inn.

     At the PLF Banquet on Friday evening, you will have
a meal choice of 1) Salmone di Capperi e Limone—
grilled Atlantic salmon served with sautéed spinach,
potato terrine in a lemon caper sauce; 2) Tagliata de
Manzo—grilled beefsteak served with roasted potato,
spinach and balsamic reduction, or 3) Tortellini de
Rocotta di Funghi—ricotta cheese and spinach ravioli
served with mushroom ragout, fresh herbs and parmigiano
cheese.  All dinners come with a salad of field greens,
onions, roasted red peppers, cherry tomatoes, cucumbers,
carrots and lemon vinaigrette; and a warm apple tart
served with vanilla gelato for dessert.

    The Bácaro Venetian Taverna is located
approximately 2.6 miles from the Best Western Boulder
Inn.  We request that those of you bringing cars to Boulder
assist in providing rides from the hotel to the restaurant
on Friday evening for those who do not.  We will have a
transportation signup sheet available at the hotel.  A cash
bar will open at the Bácaro at 6:00 p.m. and dinner will
be served at 7:00 p.m., with entertainment and an awards
program to follow.

    The following article, “The Nation
Possessed: Conflicting Claims on America’s Public
Lands,” contains information on registering for the
Commemoration. The PLF Banquet Registration insert
in this Monitor should be used to make reservations for
the banquet.  Each must be done separately, in addition
to your travel and lodging arrangements.
 

(Continued on Page 4.)
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General Land Office Commemoration
“The Nation Possessed: Conflicting Claims on

America’s Public Land”

     The GLO Commemoration, sponsored by PLF, the
BLM and the Center of the American West,
commemorates the 200th anniversary of the
establishment of the General Land Office and the 150th

anniversary of the passage of the Homestead Act.  The
Commemoration, which is titled, “The Nation
Possessed: Conflicting Claims on America’s Public
Lands,” provides a unique, once-in-a-lifetime,
opportunity to hear from a very distinguished panel of
public land experts and to participate in the discussions
of the future of the BLM lands.   The Commemoration
runs from Tuesday evening, September 11 to Friday
afternoon, September 14.

     To attend the Commemoration, plan on arriving in
Boulder on Monday, September 10, or Tuesday morning,
September 11.  An orientation and scheduling of
assignments for PLF volunteers are planned for Tuesday
afternoon, September 11.  Activities begin Tuesday
evening with a reception for Student Congress
participants.  The Student Congress meets with policy
makers on Wednesday morning and the Symposium
begins that afternoon at 1:00 p.m. and continues until
3:00 p.m. Friday, September 14.

     The Symposium includes a welcome by Bruce
Benson, University of Colorado President; a Keynote
Address by Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar
(invited); a Native American perspective by Walter
Echo-Hawk, Jr.; and an interview of former BLM
Director Bob Abbey.

     Dr. Patricia Limerick of the Center of the American
West and the University of Colorado is leading the effort
to develop the Symposium agenda.  Symposium sessions
include topics, such as:

• “Clerks and Cowboys:  The General Land
Office and the Shaping of the U.S.”

• Burning Man Meets Managing Man:  The BLM
and the Energy of American Art”

• “Reconciling the Treasures of Resources with
the Treasures of Beauty and Biology:  The BLM
and the Art of American Energy”

• “Science vs. Emotion:  Making Informed
Decisions in the Midst of a Stampede”

• “Respecting Posterity’s Property”

• “The Nation’s Great Experiment:  Enhancing
Conservation in Multiple Use”

     On Thursday evening, September 13, we are planning
a reenactment of the General Land Office in 1812, 1912
and 2012 and a pre-enactment of the General Land
Office in 2112.  This, you will find as a special treat!

     We have secured some top-notch participants who
bring many years of experience in public land
management to the Conference.  They include:

Steve Allred, former Assistant Secretary of the Interior,
Lynn Scarlett, former Deputy Secretary of the Interior,
Mike Dombeck, former Director of the BLM and Chief

of the U.S. Forest Service,
Dale Bosworth, former Chief of the U.S. Forest Service,
Jim Caswell, former Director of the BLM,
Bob Abbey, former Director of the BLM,
Steve Thompson, former Regional Director of the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service in California,
Bob Bennett, former U.S. Senator from Utah,
Bill Ritter, former Governor of Colorado,
Art Goodtimes, County Commissioner for San Miguel

County, Colorado,
Lois Herbst, former President of the Wyoming

Stockgrowers Association,
Johanna Wald, Natural Resources Defense Council,
Luther Propst, Executive Director of the Sonoran

Institute in Tucson, Arizona,
Duane Zavadil, Bill Barrett Corporation,
Walter Echo-Hawk, Jr., attorney and author, and
Several retired BLM State Directors.

     The Student Congress, the Symposium, and a
Roundtable discussion all take place at the University
of Colorado’s Center for Community (C4C) building and
Stadium, as mentioned in the previous article.

(Continued on Page 5.)
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     Mark your calendar and make your transportation
and lodging arrangements now.  This will be an exciting
and informative event.

   The registration fee for “The Nation
Possessed: Conflicting Claims on America’s Public
Lands” is $50.00, if received by August 1.  After that
date, it will be $65.00.  REGISTER NOW!

     A registration link has been established on the PLF
website at www.publicland.org.  If you have internet
access, we encourage you to register for the
Commemoration on-line. If you cannot pay on-line, your
check should be made out to the “University of
Colorado” and mailed to the University of Colorado,
Housing Finance, 154 UCB, Boulder, Colorado 80309-
0154, along with a note listing the name, address and
phone number of the registrant(s) and the name of the
conference—”The Nation Possessed: Conflicting
Claims on America’s Public Lands.”

     Registration for the PLF Friday evening banquet is
being handled separately this year.  Please see the insert
in this edition of The Public Lands Monitor, and mail
your check made payable to the “Public Lands
Foundation” and the Registration Form to Beau
McClure, 6510 W. Lucia Drive, Phoenix, Arizona
85083-7406 by August 11, 2012.

PUBLIC LANDS COMMEMORATION FORUM
Black Canyon Conference Center

Phoenix, Arizona
September 27, 2012

     Former Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O’Connor, former Secretary of the Interior Bruce
Babbitt, former Congressman Jim Kolbe, and retired
BLM Director Bob Abbey will speak at this one-day
forum on September 27, 2012.  These distinguished
speakers will discuss the roles of the judicial, executive,
and legislative branches of the federal government and
how these branches helped the development of public
lands and public land laws.  History and Law Professor
Charles Wilkinson of the University of Colorado, and

Arizona State University Professor and current co-host
of PBS’s History Detectives, Dr. Eduardo Pagán, will
moderate the morning and afternoon sessions, providing
additional insight into how these three branches of
government influence and impact our daily lives.

     Public lands play an important role in the history
and future of the United States. The PLF, the BLM, the
Morrison Institute of Public Policy at Arizona State
University, and Arizona Forward are jointly sponsoring
the Public Lands Commemoration Forum, a day-long
event where the past, present, and future state of public
lands will be discussed.

     The dialogue for the event will begin with a brief
discussion of the history of the National System of Public
Lands and the establishment of the General Land Office,
which celebrates its 200th Anniversary this year.  Each
of our distinguished speakers will make individual
presentations.  A discussion on the potential future role
of public lands will conclude the session, with a special
emphasis on the state of Arizona.

     The Public Lands Commemoration Forum will take
place at the Black Canyon Conference Center, 9440 N.
25th Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona.  The program begins at
8:00 a.m. and ends with an evening reception.  Sign-in
and on-site registration start at 7:00 a.m.

     This event is open to the public.  Save money by
registering before September 1, 2012.  Early
registration is $35.00 per person.  Registration after
September 1, 2012, will be $50.00.  Student registration
is $20.00. Registration includes all forum presentations,
a continental breakfast, a buffet lunch, coffee breaks,
and reception.  Parking is free.

     Individuals can register for the event through the PLF
website at www.publicland.org or by sending their check
made out to the “Public Lands Foundation” to Connie
Gutierrez, 7375 East 6th Avenue, #9, Scottsdale, Arizona
85251, along with their printed name, address and phone
number.  For registration information, contact Connie
by e-mail at connie@mcsource.net or by phone at 480-
990-1887.                                       (Continued on Page 6.)
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     The PLF website provides the latest information on
the Forum.  Check it out and Register Now!

     If you have questions about the Forum, please contact
Beau McClure, President of the Arizona Chapter, by e-
mail at bcmcclure@cox.net or by phone at 623-587-
7883.

PLF ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES

Reauthorization of the Federal Land Transaction
Facilitation Act (FLTFA).

     On May 29, 2012, the PLF joined with 76 other
conservation organizations in sending the following
letter to leaders of the House Natural Resources
Committee in support of reauthorizing FLTFA, which
enables the BLM to sell lands that have been designated
for disposal and to use the money from the sale to
purchase non-federal lands needed for public purposes.

May 29, 2012

Dear Chairmen Hastings and Bishop and Ranking
Members Markey and Grijalva:

     On behalf of our 77 respective organizations, we
write to express our appreciation for the hearing on H.R.
3365, the Federal Land Transaction Facilitation Act
Reauthorization of 2011 (“FLTFA”) and respectfully
request a full committee markup of this bipartisan bill
in June. FLTFA expired almost one year ago and we
hope to see this important program reinstated in order
to restore a balanced approach for selling Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) tracts and providing
conservation funding that enhances local economies.

     Through FLTFA’s deficit reducing “land for land”
program, the private sector, municipalities and others
may buy lands BLM has identified for disposal. Before
FLTFA, BLM conducted few sales because of the costs
associated with the sales. Once Congress enacted FLTFA
in 2000, many ranchers and farmers were able to
purchase adjacent BLM lands, often allowing them to
expand their operations. BLM also sold lands to timber

interests, real estate companies, a community college,
landfills, a cemetery and others. These purchases
provided BLM with funding to help with the
transactional costs of the sales and generated more sales,
which helped support economic development,
consolidate land ownership, and create jobs and increase
revenues to counties by putting land on the tax rolls.

     The BLM sales also generated funding for the Federal
Land Disposal Account that the Secretaries of Interior
and Agriculture used to acquire critical inholdings from
willing sellers within national wildlife refuges, national
forests, national trails and other areas. These conservation
tracts provide recreational access for hunting, fishing,
hiking, boating and other activities, as well as preserve
the historic, scenic and cultural resources of the
properties. The purchases often enhance the tourism
economies of local communities through retail sales,
hotels, restaurants, gas stations and more.

     Through holding a markup, passing H.R. 3365
without any negative amendments, and reinstating
FLTFA, Congress will allow the BLM more tools to
continue a balanced approach to land disposal that is
anchored in public participation while providing for land
conservation to strengthen America’s local economies
and special places. We stand ready to support your work
to reauthorize FLTFA for the benefit of current and future
generations.

Sincerely,
Letter signed by PLF and 76 other
conservation organizations.

BLM Public Scoping Meetings on Western Oregon
Resource Management Plans.
     PLF Oregon State Representative Dick Prather and
Washington State Representative Van Manning have
attended some of the public scoping meetings which
BLM has held in western Oregon during May and June
to get public input on the issues and alternatives the BLM
should address in updating the Resource Management
Plans (RMP) in the western Oregon Districts.

     In these meetings, the BLM reported the important
issues as being Wild and Scenic River Eligibility,
Wilderness Characteristic Identification, Visual
Resource Inventory, Travel Management, and Areas of
Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs).   While these

(Continued on Page 7.)
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 issues are important, there was a lack of discussion about
forest management, and little mention of the O&C Act,
which returned large blocks of land in western Oregon
to public ownership for timber management purposes
and to help support the local economies.

     A question that BLM should be asking is, “How
should some of the world’s most productive forests be
managed to sustain a multitude of very important natural
resources?”

     The RMP revisions need to address the Revised
Northern Spotted Owl Critical Habitat being prepared
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. However, the
Service’s map of proposed critical habitat will not be
finished until late in 2012, after the BLM is scheduled
to have finished developing the management
alternatives.  This gives us real concern.

     The PLF is preparing comments to submit to the
BLM by July 5, which is the end of the Scoping Period.
We also plan to send letters expressing our concerns to
both the BLM National Director and the BLM Oregon
State Director.

     Note: An article entitled “Recollections of BLM
Planning in Western Oregon” by Dick Prather is
included on Pages 10—12 in this Monitor.

The RESTORE Act and Land and Water
Conservation Fund (LWCF) Amendment.
     PLF and 32 other conservation organizations
expressed their support for the RESTORE Act and Land
and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) amendment in
the following letter to House Speaker Boehner and
Minority Leader Pelosi.

April 10, 2012

The Honorable John Boehner
Speaker
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Nancy Pelosi
Minority Leader
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Speaker Boehner and Leader Pelosi:

     We are writing on behalf of 33 of the country’s lead-
ing conservation and sportsmen’s organizations and trade
associations to inform you of our strong support for the
RESTORE Act and Land and Water Conservation Fund
(LWCF) amendment included in the Senate-passed Sur-
face Transportation bill.  That amendment, which passed
with an overwhelming 76 bipartisan votes, directly ad-
dresses several of the most urgent conservation, access
and funding problems facing American hunters and an-
glers today.  As the Transportation authorization process
continues, we strongly urge you to work to ensure that
the RESTORE/LWCF amendment passed in the Senate
is included in the final legislation.  This amendment re-
ceived 76 votes in part because of the breadth and depth
of support from America’s 40-million-strong hunting and
angling community.

     The RESTORE Act component of the Senate amend-
ment dedicates 80 percent of Clean Water Act penalties
associated with the Deepwater Horizon spill to restora-
tion of Gulf of Mexico resources and economies.  This
coastal region is treasured by sportsmen throughout
America as it supports some of the best hunting and fish-
ing in the world.  It hosts millions of ducks and geese
during the winter - roughly 70 percent of the waterfowl
that use the Central and Mississippi flyways.  Roughly
one-third of all saltwater recreational fishing trips take
place in the Gulf of Mexico.  It is critical to this region
that these funds are invested in a manner that restores
the natural resources and returns fuel to the tank of this
multi-billion dollar hunting and fishing economic en-
gine.

     Sportsmen have unique firsthand knowledge of, and
appreciation for, what LWCF investments can do for ru-
ral economies and for sportsmen seeking more and bet-
ter hunting and fishing opportunities.  Not only will the
Senate amendment we ask you to support make invest-
ments in LWCF consistent with the legislation originally
authorizing the fund, it includes language from the “Mak-
ing Public Lands Public” legislation that currently en-
joys strong bipartisan support in the House of Represen-
tatives.  (H.R. 1997).  This language in the amendment
will annually direct 1.5 percent of the LWCF funds au-

(Continued on Page 8.)
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BOB ABBEY RETIRES AS BLM DIRECTOR

BLM Director Bob Abbey retired on May 31 to rejoin
his family full time in Mississippi.   Bob is a career

BLM employee who, among other positions, was District
Manager in Jackson, Mississippi, and State Director in
Reno, Nevada, before serving the last three years as
Director of the BLM in Washington, D.C.

     In commenting on Bob Abbey’s retirement, Interior
Secretary Ken Salazar said, “Bob has devoted his life
and career to the service of his country and the
stewardship of the resources with which we have been
blessed.  There has not been a time of more real or
positive change at the Bureau of Land Management than

under Bob’s leadership, from the renewable energy
revolution he helped lead and the oil and gas reforms he
implemented to the spectacular conservation lands he
helped protect for future generations. We are indebted
to Bob for his visionary leadership, for his humility and
kindness, and for the remarkable legacy he is passing
along.”

     The following is the May 22, 2012 letter from the
Public Lands Foundation to Bob Abbey:

Robert Abbey, Director
Bureau of Land Management
1849 C Street NW, Room 5665
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Bob:

     On behalf of all members of the Public Lands
Foundation, I congratulate you and thank you for your
numerous achievements as Director of the Bureau of
Land Management during the past three years.  We
appreciate the hard choices you had to make during your
time as Director.  Your past experiences, clear
understanding of the issues, and exceptional people-skills
were evident in your decision-making.  Your leadership
has helped move the BLM forward at a time when the
challenges to effective and efficient resource
management have become increasingly difficult.

     Your implementation of a renewable energy program
that provides new energy resources while protecting other
valuable assets, your implementation of new reforms in
the oil and gas leasing program, and your support of the
National Landscape Conservation System are just a few
of your successes.  You should be proud of all of your
accomplishments.  We certainly appreciate all that you
have done for the BLM.  We have been proud to have
you, a former career employee, leading the BLM.

     We appreciate the support you have shown for BLM
employees, BLM retirees and the Public Lands
Foundation.  After May 31 you, too, will be among the
thousands of BLM retirees who continue to appreciate
the valuable assets the National System of Public Lands
provides to America and its citizens.

     We wish you the very best in your “retirement.”  As
you already have a Lifetime Membership in the Public

(Continued on Page 9.)

thorized to projects that secure public access to existing
federal lands.  This will potentially open hundreds of
thousands of acres of currently inaccessible public land
to hunting and fishing and very directly address one of
the leading causes of declines in hunting and fishing
participation.

     Together, the RESTORE and LWCF elements of this
amendment included in the Senate Surface Transporta-
tion bill make much needed investments in resources
that drive a massive outdoor recreation component of
the United States economy.  The total contribution from
outdoor recreation in the U.S. in 2006, the year for which
the most recent statistics are available, is over $730 bil-
lion in a year; and hunting, fishing and other “human
powered” outdoor recreation combine to generate 6.4
million U.S. jobs.  This all adds up to $88 billion in
federal and state tax revenues.  The investment
representated in the  amendment we ask you to support
will make a very meaningful impact on maximizing this
contribution to our nation’s economic recovery.

     We hope that you will promote conservation and
American jobs by actively supporting the retention of
this amendment in the final conference report on the
Surface Transportation bill.  Thank you for your sincere
consideration of these significant conservation initia-
tives.

PLF ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES
(Continued from Page 7.)
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Lands Foundation, we look forward to our continuing
relationship.

Sincerely,
/s/ Henri Bisson

     Following Director Abbey’s retirement, BLM
Deputy Director Mike Pool will serve as Acting
Director.

     Bob Abbey is the third BLM career employee to
serve as Director of the BLM.  Karl Landstrom was a
BLM employee before being appointed Director during
1961-1963, and Burt Silcock was District Manager at
Pinedale and Worland, Wyoming, and State Director in
Alaska, before serving as BLM Director during 1971-
1973.

     Burt Silcock passed away in 2008 in Meridian,
Idaho.  Karl Landstrom, at 103, is probably the oldest
BLM retiree, and he resides in Arlington, Virginia.

BOB ABBEY RETIRES AS BLM DIRECTOR
(Continued from Page 8.)

A “HISTORICAL RECORD” OF THE BLM
OFFICES, ORGANIZATIONS AND

MANAGERS
1934 - 2012

In April, the PLF completed a “Historical Record of
the Offices, Managers and Organizations of the U.S.

Bureau of Land Management, Grazing Service,
General Land Office, and O&C Revested Lands
Administration, 1934 – 2012,” as part of PLF’s GLO
Project to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the
establishment of the General Land Office.  The report
was prepared by Glen Collins, Secretary of the PLF,
with the help of many BLM employees and retirees.

     This Historical Record is a “genealogy” of the BLM.
It documents the organizational history of the BLM and
the line managers who have headed the principal offices
of the agency.  Since the roots of the BLM are in the
Grazing Service, the General Land Office, and the O&C
Revested Lands Administration, this record includes the
offices and managers of those agencies as well.  It
describes the origins of the agencies which were merged

in 1946 to become the BLM, and the organizational
changes that have occurred within the BLM over the
past 66 years.  It lists the BLM Offices and line managers
in each office.   It contains an alphabetical list of the
over 1,600 managers who have headed the offices along
with their duty stations and dates of tenure.

     The following excerpts from the Historical Record
provide sort of an “executive summary” of the report.

     On BLM’s Organizations and Reorganizations:
“In 1946, the new Bureau of Land Management adopted
the Regional Office - District Office organization of the
Grazing Service and the O&C, and established seven
Regional Offices to oversee State groups of the 66
Grazing and Forestry Districts.

     The BLM has reorganized its field organization six
times in its 66 year history:

• In 1954, the seven Regional Offices were
eliminated and were replaced by four Area
Offices and a State Office in each State, which
supervised the District Offices and the Land
Offices in each State.

• In 1961, the Area Offices were eliminated.  The
State Offices began reporting directly to the
BLM Director’s Office in Washington D.C.,
while continuing to supervise the District and
Land Offices in their State.

• In the mid-1960s, the Land Offices were
eliminated, and the Land Office responsibilities
were assigned to State Office and District Office
staffs.

• In the mid-1960s, Resource Area Offices were
created in the Districts, which established a three
tier State Office - District Office - Resource Area
organization in each State.

• In the late 1990s, the BLM replaced the three
tier organization with a two tier State Office -
Field Office organization.   The District Offices
and the detached Resource Area Offices in most
States were retitled Field Offices, and each Field
Office reported directly to the State Office.

• In the mid-2000s, the BLM reinstated the three
(Continued on Page 10.)
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tier organization by reestablishing District
Offices which oversee groups of Field Offices
in each State.

     The years, types and numbers of offices are illustrated
as follows:
1946 - 1954: Regional Offices (7) - District Offices

(66) - Land Offices (21)
1954 - 1961: Area Offices (4)  - State Offices (13) -

District Offices (71) - Land Offices (14)
1961 - 1965: State Offices (12) - District Offices,

(70) - Land Offices (14)
1965 - 1998: State Offices (12) - District Offices (74)

- Resource Area Offices (193)
1998 - 2005:     State Offices (12) - District Offices  (14

in three States) - Field Offices (110)
2005 - 2012 :   State Offices (12) - District Offices (47)

- Field Offices (110)”

     On workforce composition:
“The Federal Land Policy and Management Act
(FLPMA) was an “organic” act which gave BLM the
authority to retain and manage the public lands.  The
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and
FLPMA changed the BLM from a range and forestry,
lands and minerals operation to a multiple use
management agency focused on public values and uses,
and environmental concerns.

     The environmental analysis requirements of NEPA,
and the land use planning and wilderness inventory
requirements of FLPMA required the BLM to add new
natural and cultural resource expertise.   In the late
1970s, the BLM rapidly expanded with an influx of
new skills, the first women resource professionals, and
an emphasis on planning and environmental analysis.

     These new employees brought new expertise and new
resource interests and values into an organization that
had been focused on range, forestry, lands and minerals
issues for 30 years. Procedures were changed to
accommodate the requirements of NEPA, and so was
the composition of the workforce.

     In the 1980’s, the new resource professionals who

A “HISTORICAL RECORD” OF THE BLM
OFFICES, ORGANIZATIONS AND

MANAGERS
(Continued from Page 9.)

hired in the 1970s were beginning to replace the retiring
foresters and range managers who had filled the line
management positions in the BLM since the early 1950s.
The information in the Historical Record indicates that:

• In 1990, many of the line management positions
were filled by managers who had other than
range or forestry backgrounds, and nine women
were Resource Area Managers, and three women
were District Managers.

• During the 2000 -2012 period, the BLM filled
352 line management positions, and 104, or
about 30% of them, were filled with women,
including 68 Field Managers, 23 District
Managers, 10 State Directors, and three Center
Directors.”

     Copies of the Historical Record have been sent to
the BLM Director and State Directors, and to the BLM
Library in Denver.

     The “Historical Record” is posted on the PLF’s
www.publicland.org website, and hard copies ($25) and
CD copies ($5) are available for purchase from the PLF
Archives, as described on the website, or by writing to
the PLF at P.O. Box 7226, Arlington, VA 22207.

“RECOLLECTIONS OF BLM PLANNING IN
WESTERN OREGON”

by Dick Prather
PLF Oregon State Representative

I came to work for the BLM in 1971 as a forester in
the Coos Bay District.  My first jobs were to follow a

more experienced forester and staple timber posters on
the trees he selected, or cut brush and pull the front end
of the chain so units could be measured and mapped.
Eventually, I got to select the trees for posters and hold
the back of the chain, look through the transit and keep
notes; all of which involved less brush cutting.  I then
moved on to timber sale contract administration and
timber sale planning.  In 1977, I moved to Coeur d’Alene,
Idaho to become a supervisory forester.

     The passage of FLPMA in 1976 changed the way
land use planning was done in Western Oregon.  I missed

(Continued on Page 11.)
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the drafting of the Management Framework Plans
(MFPs) in Western Oregon, but worked on the one for
the Coeur d’Alene District. It was caught between the
old MFPs and the new Resource Management Plans.
We tried to use what we thought were the best parts of
each process.

     I returned to Western Oregon in 1984 as the Area
Manager for the Yamhill Resource Area of the Salem
District.  There were about 10 lineal feet of hanging
map racks with hundreds of sheets of Mylar overlays
that were part of the MFPs.  They contained lots of
great information but were a little difficult to use.  It
took a lot of table space to spread out these maps and
overlays.  Even then, you could not see through more
than a few of the Mylar sheets.

     In the later part of 1980’s, BLM District Offices
began revising their old MFPs, and preparing new
Resource Management Plans (RMPs).  These new plans
brought changes to the way things had been done.  Paul
Vetterick was the Associate State Director at the time,
and he was also a visionary.  Paul told us we were going
to use a Geographical Information System (GIS) for the
new RMPs and to do that we needed to have data
standards.  Since the start of the management of the
O&C lands there had been data standards that were
rigidly enforced.  Records of timber sales, plantings,
thinnings and other silvicultural actives were recorded
in atlases for each master unit.  To write in the atlas you
had to have very good handwriting and use the proper
color pencil to fill in the maps.  When I say proper color
pencil I mean a Koh-i-noor Apple Green, not just any
light green pencil.  I never got to write in the atlas as
my handwriting was poor and I could not find the right
colored pencil.

     Engineers in each district kept very good road
records but when it came time to total miles of various
types of roads they found they had all used different
standards to define the different types of roads.  Paul
told them to “go in that room over there and don’t come
out until you all agree on standard definitions.”  Nobody
said “no” to Paul.  That was the beginning of data
standards.  The GIS system we were to use was MOSS

“RECOLLECTIONS OF BLM PLANNING IN WESTERN OREGON”
by Dick Prather

(Continued from Page 10.)

(Map Overlay and Statistical System).  As I remember,
all of the Area Managers were sent to MOSS training so
that we could use the system.  Even after the training, I
don’t think any of us could have made it work, and this
lead to hiring GIS specialists.

     Also in the late 80’s and early 90’s, controversy was
growing around the harvesting of old growth timber that
was needed by the Northern Spotted Owl.  Suits were
filed, and injunctions issued.  Timber harvest in Western
Oregon ground to a halt.  In 1990, the Northern Spotted
Owl was listed as threatened under the Endangered
Species Act.  In 1992, we issued a draft RMP and EIS.
President Clinton was elected in November 1993 and
the BLM planning process was put on hold.  In April,
President Clinton convened a forest summit in Portland,
to “break the gridlock.”  The President directed the
Agencies to prepare a plan that would balance an
appropriate level of protection for wildlife, forest health,
and waterways, with the human and economic
dimensions dependent on timber sales.  The Northwest
Forest Plan (NWFP) resulted and was adopted in April
1994.  The Record of Decision for the NWFP amended
the old MFPs (the plans in effect at that time), and the
final EIS for the NWFP was used to supplement BLM’s
1992 draft EIS.  In 1994, BLM issued its final EIS and
RMPs, which incorporated the management direction
and standards and guidelines from the NWFP.  In 1995,
Records of Decisions were issued.

     The NWFP was designed to reduce habitat
fragmentation over time.  It consisted of Late
Successional Reserves, which contained significant
stands of existing old-growth forest and younger stands
to be managed to create late-successional forest
conditions.  Ten adaptive management areas were
designated to encourage the development and testing of
technical and social approaches to achieving desired
ecological, economic, and other social objectives.  In
addition, the NWFP area included over seven million
acres of Congressionally Reserved Areas.  Most of the
remaining Federal land was designated “Matrix” where
more traditional timber harvesting, including
regeneration harvests, would be allowed.  Expected

(Continued on Page 12.)
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timber harvest levels were determined and assigned to
each agency.

     The NWFP itself was challenged in Court by the
environmental community in the Western District of
Washington and the forest products industry in the D.C.
District, each with very different reasons.  In 1994, Judge
William Dwyer of the Western District of Washington
upheld the NWFP against all challenges.   The regulatory
framework for the NWFP was based on the Forest
Service’s 1982 planning regulations issued pursuant to
the National Forest Management Act of 1976 (NFMA)
and the Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act of 1960.  A
uniform approach was applied to all Federal lands,
including the BLMs, within the planning area to provide
more consistent management.  That settled only part of
suit filed in the D.C. District.  In my opinion, the 1995
Records of Decision were more consistent with the
Forest Service’s regulations than the BLM’s.

     But all was not rosy.  The Matrix included pockets
of old-growth forest, some of which had been designated
as northern spotted owl critical habitat in 1992.  Issuance
of “no adverse modification of critical habitat”
biological opinions on the effects to owls from timber
harvests by the Fish and Wildlife Service in these overlap
areas became impossible.  Lawsuits from environmental
groups on timber sale projects in the Matrix that included
old growth were numerous.  Timber production rarely
reached the NWFP expected outputs.

     In 2003, the timber industry and Department of the
Interior reached a settlement of the lawsuit filed in the
D.C. District way back in 1995.  The Settlement
Agreement required the BLM to revise the existing
RMPs by December 31, 2008.  The BLM, in 2004,
completed a required plan evaluation and confirmed
that the RMPs were not being implemented consistent
with the ROD.  This all was the birth of the Western
Oregon Plan Revisions.

The eighth edition of the PLF’s Register of BLM
Retirees, dated June 2012, is being sent to PLF

members and BLM offices.  This Register is reprinted
every two years to facilitate contacts and communication
between retired BLM friends and associates.  We respect
the privacy of our members and retirees, and we do not
sell or otherwise distribute the information contained in
the Register, and we request that members do the same.

     The Register contains the names and addresses (or
at least the last known addresses) of over 3,250 BLM
retirees in 44 States and the District of Columbia.  The
numbers range from 708 retirees in Oregon to 1 each in
Hawaii, Maine and New Hampshire.  As you might
expect, most BLM retirees live in the western public
land states.  In addition to the 708 retirees in Oregon,
the Register shows that Idaho has 313 retirees; Colorado
- 294; Montana - 256; Utah - 252; Arizona - 226;
Wyoming - 213; California - 140; Alaska - 140; New
Mexico - 134; Nevada - 107; Washington - 87; and the
D.C./Maryland/Virginia area - 139.   We have no retirees
listed in Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware, New
Jersey, Kentucky or Louisiana.

     The Register is, of course, incomplete.  As you
probably know, federal government personnel rules
prohibit the BLM from providing information about
retirements and retiree addresses, so we have to rely on
retirees and their friends and associates for names and
addresses.  If you have information about new retirees,
deceased retirees, or changes of addresses, please send
it to the Public Lands Foundation, P.O. Box 7226,
Arlington, VA 22207, or to GlendonE@aol.com.

     The Register also contains a center page, with
instructions that members can use to register to
participate in PLF’s informal “social” website on
www.MyFamily.com called “Remembering BLM.”
The objective of this website is to give members the
opportunity to share news and information about
themselves and their activities.  There is no charge or
membership fee, but registration is required.  Website
administrators Larry Peterson at larrypete@usa.net, and
Bob Conquergood at bcnqrgd@roadrunner.com, will be
glad to help you get started.

PLF’S REGISTER OF BLM RETIREES

“Fools live to regret their words,
wise men to regret their silence.”
                             — Will Henry
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“FROM PHASES OF THE MOON TO NANOSECONDS -
GETTING THE MONITOR OUT”

 by
Wayne Winterton, PLF Website Administrator

The PLF website continues to evolve.  The goal
remains as it has always been, to provide relevant

and timely content, do it with an interface that’s easy to
navigate, and never stop trying to improve the site, both
structurally and aesthetically.

     From its inception, the Public Lands Foundation has
taken seriously the need to insure that its membership
be timely informed regarding public land issues, the
activities of the Congress and government agencies, the
recognition of those who have labored above and beyond
the ordinary, and even the passing of those who have
earned our respect.  Then, as today, all of those things
and more, are regularly published in The Public Lands
Monitor.

     Unlike the days before the internet, before email and
blogs and iPhones and iPads and Kindles and Nooks,
our world has become a much faster-driven world, a
place where response times are no longer measured in
phases of the moon but in nanoseconds.

     In May of 1988 when the first issue of the Monitor
rolled off the press – or more likely rolled off the
Mimeograph machine with its distinctively sweet smell
of ink and alcohol, it was a more relaxed time, a time
when “getting around to addressing an issue” might
mean getting something done before the end of the week.
Those days are gone.

     To insure that PLF membership and others have
immediate access to the information in the Monitor,
each issue is posted to the website at virtually the same
hour as it goes to the printer.  And the posting is easy to
find.  Look for the icon of the Monitor in the upper-left
corner of the webpage.

     The printed Monitor:  Delivery of the printed copy
generally takes from two to four weeks, depending on
print time and how long it takes for the postal service to
deliver mail designated as “bulk mail.”

     The online Monitor:  Delivery is instant and
available in PDF format on your personal computer.
Simply click the “Monitor” icon in the upper-left corner
of the PLF website, allow a few seconds of download

time, and then read online or print your personal copy,
and for those of you who appreciate an extra touch of
elegance, color photographs in the online version show
up in color.

     For the conservation-minded member, an email to
PLF Treasurer Dwight Hempel, with a note that you wish
to discontinue receiving a paper copy of the Monitor in
favor of the online version, means savings to both the
environment and to the PLF treasury.  Fewer mailed
copies means less paper and postal expense.  Requests
are forwarded by Dwight to me, as the web manager,
and you will receive an email notification on the day
that each newly-minted Monitor is posted to the website.

     Here are a couple of other new features to the website.

     On the Website Directory, under “Current & Past
News” is a listing of the most recent correspondence,
press releases, agency bulletins.  Select a news item of
interest to you, click the link, and read.

     An enhancement to the online Archives includes two
columns to the left of each category page.  The “Click
to Access” column may contain a link that can bring an
archived item right to your computer screen.  The column
to the right of the “Click to Access” column may contain
a thumbnail image helpful in visually scanning the page
for a document.  The image is generally that of the author
of the document or an icon consistent with the nature of
the document, such as an image of Johnny Horizon.

     For instance, if you know that the document you are
looking for under a particular category was written by
Karl Landstrom, you can quickly scan the column for
Karl’s image, rather than having to stop at each line of
data in search for something written by Karl.

     Editor’s Note:  Wayne chose the title to this article
“From Phases of the Moon to Nanoseconds - Getting
the Monitor Out” to illustrate how much quicker it is for
members to view the Monitor on the website than to
wait for their copy to be delivered by “bulk” mail.   I
have reminded Wayne that the title is even more
appropriate to the total process of producing the Monitor.
I still have to do the Phases of the Moon part, before he
gets to do the Nanosecond.      Glen Collins, Editor
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2012 LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP AWARDS
NOMINATION DEADLINE NEARS

August 1, 2012 is the deadline for submitting
nominations for 2012 Landscape Stewardship

Awards.  So, be sure to get your nomination in for your
favorite private citizen or group that deserves to be
recognized for their sustained contributions to the
conservation and management of BLM’s National
System of Public Lands.  Nominations should be e-
mailed to Beau McClure at bcmcclure@cox.net.
Guidelines for the award can be found on the PLF
Awards page of our website at www.publicland.org.

NATIONAL PUBLIC LANDS DAY

Saturday, September 29, 2012, is National
Public Lands Day (NPLD).  So, please join thou-

sands of other Americans this year and volunteer to help
maintain and improve the nation’s public lands and natu-
ral resources. Make a commitment to volunteer on Na-
tional Public Lands Day and give back a little to the
BLM in appreciation of the career it provided you.

     This year, BLM has over 160 NPLD sites (more than
any other agency) approved with activities including
trash cleanup, trail construction, river restoration, weed
removal, fence construction, graffiti removal, and
planting, to name just a few.  Just call the nearest BLM
office for details, directions and transportation, if
needed.

     Thanks to funding provided by the National
Environmental Education Foundation and the BLM,
PLF will again be providing small reimbursements for
certain costs associated with BLM NPLD projects.  The
purchase of services, supplies and materials, which are
difficult for BLM to obtain through normal procurement
processes qualify for such reimbursements.

     NPLD Site Coordinators interested in being
reimbursed should contact Beau McClure, PLF Vice
President for Operations, at bcmcclure@cox.net as soon
as possible.

OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL AWARDS

A reminder to BLM Managers and Supervisors - it
is time to submit nominations for the 2012 Public

Lands Foundation’s Outstanding Professional Awards.
Every year the PLF recognizes the professionalism of
BLM employees by presenting an award in each of the
Managerial/Administrative and Technical/Operational
categories. The deadline for submitting nominations is
November 1, 2012. A call for nominations, including
criteria, will be sent to each office. Award descriptions
and criteria are available in the Awards link at
www.publicland.org. Nominations should be sent to Tom
Allen, Chairman of the PLF Professional Awards
Committee, preferably by e-mail at tallen@wellsrec.net
or by regular mail to HC Box 64, Box 90, Deeth, Nevada
89823.”

SPECIAL DUES PAYMENTS

We want to thank the following members who
have used one of the special dues categories to

pay their 2012 Annual Dues, or to make special
donations to the PLF.

Contributing Members:

Sylvia Bruce Michael Green
George Gurr Linda Hansen
Earl Hinkley John Husband
Judy Nelson Jimmie Pribble
Luther Propst Les Rosenkrance
William Ruddick Joette Storm
Ed Tilzey Clair Whitlock

Sustaining Member: Jim May

New Life Members:

Michael H. Albee Art Hosterman

GLO Project Donation:

Les Rosenkrance Christine Pitcairn-
Wiley
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The Public Lands Foundation regrets to inform you
that the following long-time BLM employees have

passed on.

Shurish (AJ) Ajitsingh, BLM printing specialist in the
California State Office in Sacramento, California, on
April 2, 2012, in Carmichael, California.

John Bown, BLM geologist in Montana, North Dakota
and Washington Office, on February 23, 2012, in
Billings, Montana.

Calvin (Bud) Boyd, Personnel Manager for the BLM
in Portland, Oregon, on April 7, 2012, in Portland,
Oregon.

Julia Boyd, worked in Cadastral Survey in the BLM
Alaska State Office in Anchorage, on April 30, 2012,
in Anchorage, Alaska.

Helen Burleson, Native Claims Adjudicator in the BLM
Alaska State Office, on March 16, 2012, in Anchorage,
Alaska.

Joseph Gawron, BLM Cadastral Surveyor in Oregon
and Idaho, on April 10, 2012, in Boise, Idaho.

Jerry L. Kouzes,  Cartographic Technician in the BLM
Alaska State Office, on May 17, 2012 in Anchorage,
Alaska.

Lynne  R. Lotvedt, Administrative Assistant in several
BLM offices, ending at the Denver Service Center in
Colorado, on May 14, 2012, in Lakewood, Colorado.

Jim Renthal,  Soil, Water and Air Specialist in BLM
Offices in Idaho, Oregon, Washington, D.C., and  the
Arizona State Office, on May 6, 2012, in Phoenix,
Arizona.

David Sherman, managed reforestation for the BLM
in Coos Bay, Oregon and fought forest fires in Oregon,
Alaska, California, and Idaho, on March 20, 2012, in
Keizer, Oregon.

IN MEMORIUM

MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Received from: In Memory of:
John Husband Jeff Jarvis
Beau McClure Jim Renthal
Les Rosenkrance Bill Mathews
Elaine Zielinski Jim Renthal

James Telford, Pilot for BLM in Alaska, and Director
of Air Operations for the Boise Interagency Fire Center
(BIFC) in Boise, Idaho, on April 13, 2012, in Boise,
Idaho.

Donald R. Willis, Fire Dispatcher in Wild Land Fire
Resources at the National Interagency Fire Center
(NIFC) in Boise, Idaho, on April 15, 2012, in Boise,
Idaho.
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

This will be my
last column as

President of the
Public Lands Foun-
dation.  I’m stepping
down at the end of
the year and wanted
to say thanks to the
many members and
the Board for mak-Henri Bisson

ing this experience so fulfilling and reward-
ing.  When I left BLM nearly four years
ago, I was fully retired for about 6 months.
Then I agreed to stand for the President of
this outfit, when George Lea decided to re-
tire after 22 years at the helm.  Now, with
my growing business and other family ac-
tivities, my wife, Pamela, says I’m failing
miserably at retirement!  It’s time for me to
let a little bit go, so I asked the Board to
seek a replacement.

     I like to think we’ve made a lot of
progress in the last three years.  We’ve
become actively sought for our opinions;
weighed in on many issues on behalf, and
in support of, sound management of the
National System of Public Lands; written
and supported numerous letters to the
Administration and Congress; testified
before Congress; established new and strong
partnerships with other groups; broadened
our membership and Board; and conducted
two of the most successful symposia I’ve

ever seen. The recent commemoration
events in Boulder and Phoenix, which are
reported in this issue of The Monitor, were
the capstone of the PLF’s efforts over the
last several years.

     I take no credit for the success of the
PLF; that belongs to the Board and our many
volunteers who work so hard.  People like
George Lea, Beau McClure, Glen Collins,
Dwight Hempel, Elaine Zielinski, Mike
Ferguson, Elena Daly, Tom Allen and many
others deserve the recognition for our
successes in the last three years. Well done
all!

     Former BLM Oregon State Director, Ed
Shepard, has agreed to stand for President

(Continued on Page 2.)
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of the PLF.  I urge you all to vote for him! Ed recently
retired from BLM. I’ve known Ed and worked with him
for many years.  He’s dedicated, capable, know-
ledgeable, enthusiastic and a terrific leader.  He is the
perfect choice to lead the PLF into the future!

     As for me, I will remain active on the Board and
available to help Ed and the PLF in any way I can.

     Thank you, Board of Directors, for your terrific
service and thanks to all the PLF members for your
support and friendship.

Ed Shepard

     Ed holds a MS Degree in Forest Management from
Washington State University and a BS Degree in Range
and Forest Management from Colorado State University.
He is a Fellow and Certified Forester with the Society
of American Foresters (SAF) and has held several
elected and appointed offices and committee
assignments with the SAF.

     Ed and his wife, Terry, reside in Sherwood, Oregon.
They have two daughters and three grandchildren.

     The PLF will be fortunate to have Ed Shepard as the
next President of the Public Lands Foundation.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS FOR THE 2013
PLF BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The names of Officers and Board Members who
have agreed to serve are on a ballot, which is

included as an insert with this edition of The Public
Lands Monitor.  Members are asked to return the ballot
with their selections to the PLF, PO Box 7226,
Arlington, VA 22207, by December 15, 2012.  Please
consider including your check for your annual dues
payment at the same time.

SPECIAL DUES PAYMENTS

Contributing Members
Jack Edwards

Sustaining Members
Robert Lane Douglas Roza

New Life Members
Jim Caswell Reid Miller

GLO Project Donations
Henri Bisson Linda Goodman
Bob Moore

ED SHEPARD
 The Next President of the PLF

Ed Shepard retired in June
2012 from the position of

BLM’s State Director for the
States of Oregon and
Washington.   Ed had a 38-
year career with the BLM in
offices in Wyoming, Oregon,
Idaho, and Washington, D.C.

     Prior to becoming Oregon/
Washington State Director in
2006, he served as the Assis-

tant Director for Renewable Resources and Planning,
Use and Protection; Deputy Director of the Office of
Fire and Aviation at the National Interagency Fire
Center, in Boise, Idaho; District Manager at Coos Bay,
Oregon; Chief of the Division of Forestry in the
Washington Office; Area Manager in Roseburg, Oregon;
Area Silviculturist in the Medford District, Oregon; and
Area Forester and soil scientist in the Rawlins District
in Wyoming.
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The PLF’s 25th Anniversary Annual Meeting was held
in Boulder, Colorado in conjunction with a

Symposium to commemorate the 200th Anniversary of
the establishment of the General Land Office and the
150th Anniversary of the passage of the Homestead Act.
The three-day Symposium, on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, took the place of the usual General Meeting of
the PLF.  The PLF’s Awards Banquet and Board Meeting
were held on Friday evening and Saturday morning
following the Symposium.

     The Symposium, entitled “The Nation Possessed:
The Conflicting Claims on America’s Public Lands”
was sponsored by The Center of the American West, the
BLM, and the Public Lands Foundation.  The
Symposium was held on the campus of the University
of Colorado, and it brought together 37 speakers and
panel members for three days of presentations on, and
discussions of, the history and the future of the BLM
public lands.  Over 225 people attended the Symposium.

Symposium events included:

   • Welcome address by Bruce Benson, President,
University of Colorado

   • The “Native American Perspective” by Walter
Echo-Hawk, Jr., Native American Rights Attorney

   • Session 1: “Clerks and Cowboys: The General
Land Office and the Shaping of the United States”
with Anne Hyde, Professor of History at Colorado
College, and Paul Sutter, Professor of History at
Univ. of Colorado Boulder.

   • Session 2: “Burning Man Meets Managing Man:
the BLM and the Energy of American Art” with
Will Rogers Peterson, co-founder of the Burning
Man event, and Dave Cooper, former BLM
manager of the Black Rock Desert area where the
Burning Man event is held.

   • “Reflections of a former BLM Director,” an
evening interview event with Bob Abbey, former
BLM Director, by Timothy Egan, author and writer
for The New York Times.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PLF’S ANNUAL MEETING AND
THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE (GLO) SYMPOSIUM

Boulder, Colorado, September 12 - 15, 2012

   • Session 3: “Reconciling the Treasures of
Resources with the Treasures of Beauty and
Biology:  The BLM and the Art of American
Energy” with Adrianne Kroepsch, graduate student
working on gas development at the University of
Colorado Boulder; Bill Ritter, former Governor of
Colorado; and Johanna Wald, Senior Attorney at
the Natural Resources Defense Council.

   • Session 4:  “Science vs. Emotion: Making
Informed Decisions in the Midst of the Stampede”
with Mike Dombeck, Global Conservation Professor
at the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point; Lynn
Scarlett, Environmental Analyst & former Deputy
Secretary of the Interior; and Curt Brown, Director
of Research and Development, Bureau of
Reclamation.

   • Special Luncheon Address by Ken Salazar,
Secretary of the Interior.

   • Session 5: “Respecting Posterity’s Property” with
Senator Bob Bennett, former Senator of Utah; John
Freemuth, Professor of Public Administration at
Boise State University; and Luther Propst,
Executive Director of the Sonoran Institute.

• Session 6: “Orchestrating Tradition and Change:
Emphasizing Conservation in the BLM” with Bob
Abbey, former BLM Director; Anna Triebel, recent
graduate of the University of Colorado Boulder, and
Emilyn Sheffield, Professor of Recreation and Parks
Management at California State University Chico.

   • The Public Domain and the Public Lands: 1812,
1912, 2112 Reenactment/Preenactment Event with
Thomas Jefferson, Theodore Roosevelt and a
Visitor from the Future with Clay Jenkinson,
Humanities Scholar and Performer; and Bryce
Townsend, Actor.

Rountable Conversation: Turning Hindsight into
Foresight: the Past and Future of America’s
Public Lands, Part 1, and Part 2: Next Steps.

(Continued on Page 4.)
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The Roundtable panel included:
   • Moderator Patty Limerick, Chair of the Board and

Faculty Director of Center of the American West,
   • Bob Abbey, former BLM Director,
   • Steve Allred, former Assistant Secretary for Lands

and Minerals Management,
   • Senator Bob Bennett, former Senator of Utah,
   • Commissioner Michele (Mike) Bloom, Colorado

State Land Commissioner,
   • Dale Bosworth, former Chief of the U.S. Forest

Service,
   • Jim Caswell, former BLM Director,
   • Adam Cramer, General Counsel for Outdoor

Alliance,
   • Art Goodtimes, San Miguel (Colorado) County

Commissioner,
   • Lois Herbst, Wyoming Rancher and former

President of the Wyoming Stock Growers
Association,

   • Luther Propst, Executive Director of the Sonoran
Institute,

   • Barbara Sutteer, former National Park Service
Superintendent, Little Bighorn Battlefield National
Monument,

   • Lynn Scarlett, Environmental Analyst and former
Deputy Secretary of the Interior,

   • Johanna Wald, Senior Attorney at the Natural
Resources Defense Council, and

   • Duane Zavadil, Senior Vice President of
Government and Regulatory Affairs, Bill Bartlett
Corporation.

HIGHLIGHTS OF PLF ANNUAL MEETING
& GLO SYMPOSIUM

(Continued from Page 3.)

The Center of the American West will prepare a report
on the Symposium with the advice and recommendations
for the future of the BLM lands that were developed at
the Symposium.  The Public Lands Foundation will assist
Center Director Patty Limerick in the preparation of this
report, which we expect to be completed in January 2013.
The report will be available to the public and will be
sent to the BLM, the Department of the Interior, the
Administration, and the Congress.  A summary of the
report will also be included in a future edition of the
PLF’s “Public Lands Monitor.”

Left to right: Patty Limerick, Bob Abbey, Steve Allred, Bob Bennett, Michele (Mike) Bloom, Dale Bosworth,
Jim Caswell, Adam Cramer, Art Goodtimes, Lois Herbst, Luther Propst, Lynn Scarlett, Barbara Sutteer, Johanna
Wald, and Duane Zavadil.

THE STUDENT CONGRESS

A group of 22 college students from 17 colleges and
universities from across the Nation formed a

Student Congress which came to represent the next
generation in the GLO Symposium discussions on the
future of the BLM public lands.

     Their major fields of study are natural resources and
the environment, and they were recommended by their
Department Heads in response to a request from the
Center of the American West.

     The Student Congress participants assembled in
Boulder on Monday, two days before the Symposium
got started.  They worked behind the scenes, for long
hours, and with a high level of excitement and enthusiasm
for the task of making recommendations for the future
of the BLM public lands.  On Friday morning, the
Student Congress made the following report to the
Symposium.

(Continued on Page 5.)
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THE STUDENT CONGRESS
(Continued from Page 4.)

STUDENT CONGRESS PRIORITIES FOR
THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

September 14, 2012

PREAMBLE

We, the members of the Student Congress at the GLO
Bicentennial Conference (2012) in Boulder, Colorado,
representing the next generation of public lands
supporters and hailing from diverse regions and
backgrounds, will bring innovative ideas, new
perspectives, and optimistic energy to discussions about
the future of public lands.

We hold in common a love of land. Nature is dynamic
and ever-changing, and people are intimately a part of
it.  Collaboration and community are part of our social
fabric.  In that context, working together on land
management issues can help heal rifts in our
communities and overcome adversarial relationships.
The challenge of public land management is not simply
about outcomes, but about who is involved in the
decision making process.

Public lands management is an opportunity for the
expression of public values - past, present and future.
Science alone should not determine what is right or
wrong.  Public values should be identified and
fundamental to land management.

In hopes of learning important lessons from the past and
in the spirit of stewardship for the next generation, we
make the following recommendations to guide the next
fifty years of the Bureau of Land Management:

SECTION A: The BLM should strengthen its
commitment to partnering with public lands
stakeholders.
  1. Increased funding should be allocated to field offices

to implement Best Management Practices for
collaboration so that everyone can provide input into
plans and decisions. Inclusion is a top priority and
encompasses traditional public land users as well
as many newer and previously marginalized
communities.

  2. The BLM should invest in legal and policy changes

(e.g. NEPA, ESA, FLPMA) so that collaborative
processes using best practices provide fundamental
input into decisions and plans.

  3. The BLM should build capacity for early outreach
using multiple venues including new social media
to incorporate stakeholders and the public in all
stages of decision making. The BLM should aim to
engage responsibly, working to provide structure,
transparency, and leadership in an adaptive
management framework.

SECTION B: The BLM should adopt a land ethic
which ensures resiliency of its lands.
  1. The policy of maximum sustained yield needs to

take into account climate uncertainty and shifting
baselines.

  2. In the words of Aldo Leopold, we define that a land
ethic is an “ethic dealing with man’s [people’s]
relation to land and the animals and plants which
grow upon it.”

  3. Resiliency is the capacity of a social-ecological
system to respond to a disturbance by resisting
damage and recovering quickly.

  4. As public lands are the national inheritance of the
people, land users should abate their impact, through
mitigation, reclamation, and/or restoration.

  5. Laws and policies must be established that will
empower land managers to guarantee land
resiliency.

SECTION C: The BLM should focus its use of new
social media and technology towards four goals to:
  1. Increase public awareness of the BLM’s contribu-

tions to public health, safety, and sustainability
across local, state, federal and even international
boundaries.

  2. Build community and stronger bonds between
people and the public lands to support cooperative
stewardship.

(Continued on Page 6.)
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  3. Foster public discourse, including gathering input
on decisions and plans, collecting data (e.g. mobile
apps for citizen science), and developing
participation incentives.

  4. Enhance training and collaboration opportunities
within the BLM and other federal agencies.

We suggest investing in the following methods and tools
to achieve these goals, in addition to traditional media:
  • Forums (both internal and external)
  • Factsheets
  • Blogs
  • Frequently updated photos and video
  • Apps for activities/navigation/interpretation
  • Primary webpages for mobile browsers
  • Field guides
  • Data collection applications
  • Surveys and polls
  • Games (e.g. SIM-Resource Manager)
  • Contests
  • Creation of a BLM office to manage social media

use (e.g. combination of Offices of Information
Resource Management, Communication, and
NLCS/Community Program)

SECTION D: Our time as members of the Student
Congress has been short, and there are many other vital
issues and opportunities that we believe should be
addressed in future discussions by the BLM and public
lands stakeholders (including other students and young
people).
  • Native American and Alaska Native cultures,

lifeways, and traditional lands
  • Renewable energy development
  • Role of managers in shaping public values
  • Slogans and branding (e.g. Public Lands, Public

Problems, Public Solutions)
  • Diversity in the BLM workforce
  • Skills, training, and institutional knowledge-sharing

for the BLM workforce
  • More opportunities for young people
  • Interconnections with urban areas
  • Dichotomy of fossil fuel extraction from public lands

and land management challenges presented by
climate change

  • New Opportunities presented by climate change
  • Policy of Maximum Sustained Yield

THE STUDENT CONGRESS
(Continued from Page 5.)

SECTION E: We have come to this list of
recommendations, issues, and opportunities through
several days of intense dialogue and with the generous
support and encouragement of many coaches and advisors
(Patricia Limerick, Lynn Scarlett, Bob Abbey, Dale
Bosworth, Jamie Skillen, John Freemuth, Members of
the Public Lands Foundation, the Center of the American
West, and the Bureau of Land Management).

We wish to thank them for providing opportunities for
youth to engage in these important national
conversations. Working together, we can ensure that the
public lands will continue to be a source of shared
prosperity for the next 50 years and beyond.

Jay Berly - Wake Forest University
Burdette Birdinground - Salish Kootenai College
Jason Clark - Yale University
Chris Colvin - Yale University
Kristina Fugate - Boise State University
Tom Glass - Whitman College
Hannalore Hein - University of Colorado
Natalie Jamerson - Whitman College
Andrew Kamerosky - Bethune - Cookman University
Nicole Kanayurak - Dartmouth University
Jameson Karns - University of California, Berkeley
Kelly Mott Lacroix - University of Arizona
Ryan Powell - University of Nevada Reno
Michelle Rau - University of Oregon
Niraj Ray - Bethune-Cookman University
Katie Sauerbrey - Northern Arizona University
Sasha Stortz - Northern Arizona University
Lucia von Reusner - Cornell University
Abraham Tidwell - Colorado School of Mines
T.J. Wiggs - Boise State University
Amber Wilson - Northern Arizona University
Matthew Woodbury - University of Michigan

This Student Congress and the Student Congress Report
were perhaps the most gratifying benefit of the GLO
Symposium.  The future of the BLM lands is in good
hands!

The PLF Board of Directors is exploring ways to perhaps
continue the Student Congress concept or at least get
the next generation more involved in the Public Lands
Foundation.

A photo of the Student Congress follows on Page 7.
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The Student Congress
Back row l to r: Chris Colvin, Ryan Powell, Kristina Fugate, Sasha Stortz, Lucia van Ruesner, Amber
Wilson, Matthew Woodbury, Thomas Wiggs, Jason Clark, and Burdette Birdinground.
Front row l to r: Jay Berly, Abe Tidwell, Michelle Rau, Katie Sauerbrey, Tom Glass, Andrew Kamerosky,
Natalie Jamerson, Jameson Karns, Kelly Mott-LaCroix, Niraj Ray, Hannalore Hein, and Nicole Kanayurak.

THANKS TO THE SPONSORS OF THE
GENERAL LAND OFFICE

COMMEMORATION

The Public Lands Foundation would like to express
our thanks for your contribution to the General Land

Office Commemoration Conference held in Boulder,
Colorado, September 12-14, 2012. We would not have
been able to host the Conference without your support.

GOLD
BP America

SILVER
Allied Nevada Gold Corporation, Conservation Lands
Foundation, First Solar, Inc., George B. Storer
Foundation, National Trust for Historic Preservation,
The Wilderness Society

BRONZE
Alyeska Pipeline Service Company, American Forest
Resource Council, Anadarko Petroleum Corporation,
Bill Barrett Corporation, Burning Man Project, Ducks
Unlimited, International Mountain Bicycling
Association, Outdoor Industry Association, Pew
Environmental Group’s Western Lands Initiative, Rocky
Mountain Elk Foundation, Theodore Roosevelt
Conservation Partnership, Tri-State Generation &
Transmission Association, Inc., Trout Unlimited, Xcel
Energy, Inc.

     The Conference accomplished the goals of educating
the participants regarding the history and value of the
public lands and looking to the future as to the role of
the public lands in addressing many of the issues and
opportunities this country faces.

     The Conference itself was really the beginning of a
process.  We are firmly committed to developing a report
that captures the discussions and recommendations that
occurred and presenting them to key entities involved
in public land management policy. 

     This report will result in action items that the Public
Lands Foundation and the Center of the American West
will follow up on to ensure that the time and energy put
into the Conference will be put to good use.

     The energy, enthusiasm, and recommendations of the
Student Congress were especially heart warming, and
the participants are eager to move forward and make
things happen.

     Again, please accept our sincere appreciation for your
support and interest in the public lands.

Sincerely,

Henri Bisson, President
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PLF AWARDS BANQUET
Friday evening September 14

The PLF’s Annual Awards Banquet was a more
informal affair this year as about 60 PLF members,

spouses and friends gathered in an outdoor Italian
restaurant to toast the success of the Symposium and
celebrate the conclusion of many months of hard work.
Edward Tiffin (aka Reid Miller), the first Commissioner
of the General Land Office (1812 - 1814), made a
surprise visit to the banquet to report on how things were
going in Ohio, and to present the PLF with two framed
early-day public land patents, which now hang in the
PLF Archives in Phoenix.

PLF Volunteers of the Year
The commemoration of the 200th Anniversary of the
General Land Office and the 150th Anniversary of the
Homestead Act has been the largest single project ever
undertaken by the PLF.   Elaine Zielinski initiated the
project and worked tirelessly on promoting and
fundraising for the project.   Mike Ferguson was Project
Manager for the GLO Symposium in Boulder, and Beau
McClure was Project Manager for the Public Lands
Commemoration Forum in Phoenix.  Bringing these
events to a successful conclusion was a multi-year,
oftentimes challenging and frustrating, assignment.  All
three richly deserve the title of PLF “Volunteer of the
Year.”

Elaine Zielinski

Henri Bisson &
Beau McClure

Mike Ferguson receiving award from
Henri Bisson.

PLF Lifetime Service Awards

Kathy Eaton and Dean Bibles were honored with PLF
Lifetime Service Awards.

Kathy Eaton
Lifetime Service Award

The Public Lands Foundation grants to Kathy Eaton its
Lifetime Service Award for excellence in public land
management.  The Foundation provides this award to
deserving members who have perpetuated and enhanced
the proud tradition of public service. Kathy, you have
exemplified that tradition through a lifetime of service
in managing and protecting the public lands.
 
After graduating from Frostburg College, Maryland, with
a degree in History and Sociology and course work
towards a Masters degree in Public Administration, you
began a career of federal service as a clerk-typist in
Washington, D.C. in 1974.  After moving up the BLM
ranks in Washington, D.C., you moved to BLM’s Oregon/
Washington State Office as Supervisory
Personnel Management Specialist in 1981. Beginning
in 1983, you then spent three years back in BLM’s
Headquarters office in D.C. as Personnel Specialist; then
three years in the Office of Surface Mining in Denver as
Regional Personnel Officer; next to BLM’s New Mexico
State Office as the Deputy State Director for
Administration for about five years; then back to D.C. as
the Desk Officer for the Assistant Secretary for Land
and Minerals Management; and completing your career
in 2007 as Deputy State Director for Management
Services, in the BLM Oregon/Washington State Office.

(Continued on Page 9.)
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PLF Lifetime Service Awards
(Continued from Page 8.)

Your 32.5 years of federal service were spent mostly in
the administrative area, but with an excellent
understanding of the BLM’s resource programs. You
always connected well with employees and were a
mentor, at all levels in the organization.  And, your
outstanding leadership and participation in major
program areas benefitted the Bureau greatly.

For example, your leadership and sensitivity to employee
concerns and morale regarding the very controversial
and demoralizing Competitive Sourcing Process helped
make it a success.  And, as a key player in developing
and implementing the Service First Initiative in Oregon
and Washington, you helped lead the way for
implementation nationwide. You also were a key
participant or leader in just about every reorganization
effort that occurred throughout your tenure.
 
Those who worked with you recognized your
straightforward approach, fairness and objectivity.  The
many awards you received throughout your career
recognized your outstanding performance and
contributions in support of the BLM’s mission; one of
the highest awards being the Secretary of the Interior’s
Distinguished Service Award.

The Public Lands Foundation is honored to recognize
you with this Lifetime Service Award.

/s/Henri Bisson, President September 14, 2012

Kathy Eaton receiving Lifetime
Service Award from Henri Bisson.

D. Dean Bibles
Lifetime Service Award

 
The Public Lands Foundation grants to D. Dean Bibles
its Lifetime Service Award for excellence in public land
management.  The Foundation provides this award to
deserving members who have perpetuated and enhanced
the proud tradition of public service. Dean, you have
exemplified that tradition through a lifetime of service
in managing and protecting the public lands.
 
As a graduate from Texas A&M University in 1957, you
committed to a career with the Federal government
through 1997—a 40-year span.  Your career began as a
Bureau of Land Management Range Conservationist in
Lander, Wyoming, and progressed through various
managerial positions, including as Assistant Director for
Lands Resources in the BLM Headquarters Office in
Washington, D.C., and as State Director in Arizona and
then Oregon/Washington.  You finished your career in
Washington, D.C. as an Assistant to the Secretary of the
Interior, assisting in the development of policies for
acquiring environmentally sensitive lands, and working
with the Department of State as Chairman of the United
States National Committee for the “Man in the Biosphere
Program.” Also, you served on UNESCO’s Advisory
Committee for Biosphere Reserves.
 
You are recognized for accepting and instituting many
challenges.  In doing so, you have provided valuable
leadership in such programs as establishing National
Conservation Areas, National Monuments, and
Outstanding National Areas, which are now major
components of the BLM’s National Landscape
Conservation System.  Further, you were a catalyst and
provided key initiative and foresight in creating the first
BLM statewide wilderness bill while you were State
Director in Arizona.  You initiated the development of
Resource Management Plans utilizing a biological
diversity concept, and you established the BLM Pacific
Forest and Basin Rangeland System Cooperative
Research Unit at Oregon State University.  And, you
implemented various internal organization enhancement
initiatives, including the development of employees as
future managers of the public lands.

(Continued on Page 10.)
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PLF Lifetime Service Awards
(Continued from Page 9.)

Your 40 years of leadership produced numerous
significant accomplishments focused on public values,
public uses, environmental balances, and BLM
responsibilities and accountability; all major factors in
strengthening the BLM image.

The Public Lands Foundation is honored to recognize
you with this Lifetime Service Award.

/s/ Henri Bisson, President September 14, 2012

Dean Bibles

THE PUBLIC LANDS
COMMEMORATION FORUM

 Phoenix, Arizona, on September 27, 2012

The second event commemorating the 200th

Anniversary of the establishment of the General
Land Office and the 150th Anniversary of the Homestead
Act was the Public Lands Commemoration Forum held
in Phoenix on September 27, 2012.  It was sponsored
by the PLF and the BLM, in partnership with the Arizona
State University’s Morrison Institute for Public Policy
and Arizona Forward.  It was a one-day event that
brought together historians and representatives of the
administrative, legislative, and judicial branches of the
federal government in panel discussions of the history
of the BLM public lands and the roles that these separate
branches of government play in public land law
administration. Over 300 people attended the Forum.

      David B. Daugherty, Ph.D., Director of Research,

Morrison Institute for Public Policy, opened the meeting
and introduced the speakers who would present a history
of the federal public land laws, and the judicial,
executive, and legislative perspectives on public land
issues.

     Charles Wilkinson, Distinguished Professor,
University of Colorado, set the stage for the discussion
by giving an overview of public land law history.  In his
presentation entitled “The Federal Lands: The People’s
Great Inheritance,” he explained that the federal public
domain has been the theater for dramatic events that
have helped shape the nation.  He described the
Homestead Act as one of the crown jewels of American
laws, and said that it initiated the “most progressive land
distribution system in the history of the world.”

     The Taylor Grazing Act in 1934 closed the lands to
settlement and created the Grazing Service, which was
the beginning of the BLM.  Congress gave BLM
professionalism a huge boost in 1976 through the passage
of sweeping, historic legislation - the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act (FLPMA).  The first section
of FLPMA spoke to the ultimate issue for the public
lands, directing that most BLM lands would be “retained
in federal ownership.”  The Babbitt-era creation of the
National Landscape Conservation System was approved
by Congress in 2009, and the BLM is now entrusted
with 27 million acres of the crown jewels of the BLM
public lands, to be protected forever.

Bruce Babbitt, former Governor of Arizona and former
Secretary of the Interior, explained that the Nation’s
original Articles of Confederation, written 10 years
before the Constitution,  declared the public lands west
of the Appalachians to be federal lands.  The Constitution
did not give these federal lands to the states.
Administration of these federal lands has been assigned
to the Executive Branch of government.

     He described how he created the first National
Monument—the Grand Staircase-Escalante National
Monument—as a BLM National Monument because the
Antiquities Act did not require National Monuments to
be managed by the National Park Service.  He assigned
it to BLM for three reasons:  because BLM is the agency
closest to the ground; he wanted to honor BLM for the
progress BLM had made in becoming a conservation

(Continued on Page 11.)
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agency; and he wanted to give BLM an incentive to do
more.  He believes that 50% of BLM lands should be in
what Congress has designated as the BLM’s National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS).  He said,
“Let’s shoot for 75 million acres. If Congress won’t
expand the NLCS, the President should.”

Sandra Day O’Connor, former U. S. Supreme Court
Justice, began by expressing her interest in expanding
education about civics—students need to learn, and the
public needs to know about how their government works.

     Congress is responsive to the people.  It makes laws
with public debate.  The Executive Branch carries out
the laws, and has discretion in interpreting and carrying
out the laws.  The Judicial Branch does not have a
“perspective” on public land issues.  It must wait until
the Executive Branch has carried out the law, and then
can consider two things:

• does the law meet the requirements of the
Constitution?

• has the Executive Branch faithfully carried out
the law?

     The Supreme Court has ruled that the States may
engage in environmental regulation, but not in land use
planning.

Lisa Atkins, for many years an Administrative Assistant
to former Arizona Congressman Bob Stump, described
the process of getting passage of the Arizona Desert
Wilderness Act in the 1980s, the first state-wide
Wilderness Act, which became a model for later
Wilderness bills.  It required the joint effort of the entire
Arizona Congressional team; it took a long time and a
lot of listening to people on the ground.

Bob Abbey, former BLM Director, and Mike Pool,
Acting BLM Director, described the many roles and
responsibilities of the BLM, the challenges in the public
land decision-making process, and the opportunities
which public service provides for making a positive
impact on current and future generations.   They cited
the benefits that the BLM public lands provide annually
for the Nation—$130 billion in income, and 600,000
jobs, along with over 400 million recreation visits.  BLM

THE PUBLIC LANDS COMMEMORATION FORUM
(Continued from Page 10.)

is focusing on using the social media to reach out to the
public, particularly the younger generation, to get them
informed and involved in public land issues.

     The afternoon session of the forum began with Dr.
Eduardo Pagán, Professor of History, School of
Humanities, Arts & Cultural Studies, Arizona State
University, who reviewed the history of the public lands
nationally and in Arizona.  His presentation was titled,
“One Hundred Years of Love:  Arizona and the BLM.”
He explained how the federal lands are both a
commodity/resource and a heritage. The Homestead Act
and other land disposal laws helped settle the West and
industrialize the Nation with homes, farms, railroads,
canals, etc. In 1932, President Hoover tried to give the
public domain lands to the States, but they didn’t want
the lands. After World War II, environmentalists became
a political force, and many laws have been passed to
protect and conserve resources on the BLM public lands.
Many governors now recognize that their states get
greater benefits if the lands remain in federal ownership.

     His presentation was followed by a panel of Dr.
Eduardo Pagán, Bob Abbey, Mike Pool, Lisa Atkins,
and Arizona BLM State Director Ray Suazo, discussing
the future of public lands in Arizona and how they
became involved in public land management. They
discussed how our culture is changing, and that we need
to do things differently. We need to use the social media
and reach out to the youth to get them interested and
involved in the public lands. The public needs to know
about the opportunities they have to help influence
decisions on public land management. Congress and the
public will decide how they want the public lands to be
used in the future. We will have both conservation and
development. The issue is not if we have development,
but how we do it.

     It was pointed out that the public needs to know how
hard the BLM employees work for the proper
management and use of the public lands. They are
dedicated and committed to the task. A career in public
service with the BLM is an opportunity to have a positive
impact on current and future generations, by making sure
that the current public resource values are available for
the next generation.
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Public Lands Commemoration Forum
Youth Engagement Program

      Three high school classes in the Phoenix area were
chosen to receive instruction to introduce them to the
past and present importance of the public lands in
Arizona and the work of the featured speakers at the
Public Lands Commemoration Forum.  The participating
high schools were the Sandra Day O’Connor High
School, Franklin Police and Fire High School, and
Arizona Call-a-Teen Youth Resources High School.  In
August and September, three one-hour classroom
sessions were taught at each of these schools.

     The first was a “Peer-to-Peer Introduction to Public
Lands Management and Careers” where students learned
about the different academic and career opportunities
available in natural resources and public land
management by talking with recent Phoenix-area high
school graduates who participated in BLM programs.

     The second class was an “Introduction to the General
Land Office and the BLM” where students learned about
the past, present, and future importance of public lands
in Arizona through exploring the creation of the modern
day BLM by looking at specific events in U.S. history
over the past 200 years that directly relate to the
formation of Arizona by way of westward expansion.

     The third class, taught by our own Wayne Winterton,
addressed “Public Lands and Public Figures” where
students learned about the involvement and work of
former Justice of the Supreme Court Sandra Day
O’Connor, former Secretary of the Interior and Governor
of Arizona Bruce Babbitt, and others, and why they are
key figures in public land management.

     Students also took a full-day field trip where they
learned first-hand about cadastral survey methods used
in 1812 compared to those used today, and the
importance of cadastral land surveying in the creation
of modern-day Arizona.

     These three in-class sessions and field trip prepared
60 students for their attendance at the Public Lands
Commemoration Forum on September 27, where they
took and active interest in the program and contributed
by asking well-informed questions of the speakers.

      Students now have until the end of October to write
a thoughtful essay on their experiences and public land
management.  The essays will be read and evaluated,
and prizes will be awarded for the best essays.

     A special thanks goes to Pamela Mathis, Hannah
Wendel, Ryan Sharp and others in the BLM Phoenix
District Office for developing, organizing, and carrying
out this youth engagement curriculum.

WESTERN OREGON RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT PLANS

As reported in the last issue of the Monitor, PLF
members Dick Prather and Van Manning have

attended some of the public scoping meetings which
BLM has held in western Oregon during May and June
to get public input on the issues and alternatives the BLM
should address in updating the Resource Management
Plans in the western Oregon Districts.  The following is
the July 5, 2012, letter which PLF sent to the BLM’s
Oregon State Office and the BLM Headquarters Office
in Washington.

Mike Mottice, Acting State Director
BLM Oregon
P.O. Box 2965
Portland,  OR 97208

Mike Pool, Acting Director
BLM Washington Office
1849 C Street NW  Rm 5665
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Messrs. Mottice and Pool:

The Public Lands Foundation (PLF) wants the BLM to
successfully revise the outdated Resource Management
Plans being used today.  However, we are concerned
with the lack of focus (Purpose and Need) and timing of
the revisions of Resource Management Plans in Western
Oregon.

The PLF is a National 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization
that advocates for the retention of America’s National
System of Public Lands in public hands professionally

(Continued on Page 13.)
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and sustainably managed for responsible common use
and enjoyment.  Our membership is made up primarily
of retired BLM employees and represents a broad
spectrum of knowledge and professional experience in
public land management.  Thus, the PLF has a shared
interest in the management of the National System of
Public Lands for the benefit of our communities for
future generations and under the principles of multiple
use.

     Our members have attended Scoping meetings in
various districts and have reviewed the documents
posted on your website.  Based upon their attendance
and reviews we raise the following concerns:

     The O&C lands were once private lands, which were
returned to federal ownership by Congress, and later
Congress, in order to compensate the counties for this
loss of tax base, passed the O&C Act which directed
that these O&C lands be managed for timber harvest
with a major portion of the receipts from timber sales
being given to the counties, a practice that has been
hampered in recent years by environmental issues. 
Congress directed a special mission for the O&C lands,
and PLF is concerned that BLM has not done an
adequate job of explaining the history, provisions and
requirements of the O&C Act in these Scoping meetings.
It appears to the PLF that the O&C Act is being down
played during Scoping to allow a freer flow of ideas.
PLF applauds the BLM for wanting to make the
discussion of ideas and issues broader and richer.
However, we are concerned there is no focus or Purpose
and Need for the revisions.  Our concerns are two fold:
1) at some point the BLM must clearly state the
boundaries within which they will focus their decisions.
This has not been done.  If left until later in the planning
process, the public could feel disenfranchised, and 2)
without a clear Purpose and Need it will be difficult for
the planning team to identify meaningful alternatives.

     There is currently designated Northern Spotted Owl
Critical Habitat (August 2008) and proposed new
Critical Habitat (March 2012) that must be considered
in these revisions.  The Fish and Wildlife Service’s
website says the proposed Critical Habitat will be final
in mid-November 2012.  PLF notes that the BLM

WESTERN OREGON RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT PLANS

(Continued from Page 12.)

published schedule shows the Formulation of Alternatives
will be completed in October 2012.  This is before the
proposed Critical Habitat is finalized.

     The PLF is concerned that the published schedule
does not include Planning Criteria required by 43 CFR
1610.4-2 (which also includes public comment) or
Analysis of the Management Situation required by 43
CFR 1610.4-4.  Missing these steps could lead to likely
loss in a court challenge under the Administrative
Procedures Act.

     The PLF recommends that the schedule be changed
to include the Analysis of the Management Situation
and the development of Planning Criteria before
formulation of alternatives begins.  These documents can
be used to provide the necessary focus as well as a clear
Purpose and Need for the Revisions.  Finalizing the
alternatives should not be completed until the Critical
Habitat has been fully incorporated.

Sincerely,

/s/ Henri Bisson, President, Public Lands Foundation

OREGON/WASHINGTON BLM RETIREES
 & FRIENDS

by Kathy Eaton

In 1983, Oregon and Washington State Director Bill
Leavell chartered a retirees organization to provide

means to maintain contacts with each other and continue
to pursue their interests in natural resource management
by staying informed of BLM programs and activities.
By-laws were established in November 1993 and $5
annual dues have not changed. The retirees group meets
two-three times a year, including a Spring luncheon
where the current OR/WA State Director and/or Associate
provide updates of ongoing issues and challenges locally
and nationally. Over the years, several OR/WA district
offices have sponsored summer field tours for retirees to
engage in issues with employees on-the-ground. Retirees
enjoy the educational as well as social aspects of the
tours. The approximately 700-member organization is
managed by President Rich Whitley and Vice President
Dana Shuford. Mel Chase has served as the secretary-
treasurer for more than a decade. For more information,
see blmretireesandfriends.net.    (Continued on Page 14.)
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OREGON/WASHINGTON BLM RETIREES
 & FRIENDS

(Continued from Page 13.)

     The following report on the 2012 Summer Tour was
prepared by Mark Lawrence, retired Associate District
Manager from Salem, Oregon, who’s served as historian
for the OR/WA Retirees group since 2005.  Assisted by
Oregon PLF representative Dick Prather, Mark
organized the 2012 retirees tour to commemorate the
200th anniversary of the GLO and Homestead Act.

     On August 9, 2012, thirty participants attended the
OR/WA BLM Retirees summer tour to take an on-the
ground look at the accomplishments of the General Land
Office (GLO) in Oregon.  The tour began at the
Clackamas County Historical Society’s Museum of the
Oregon Territory in Oregon City.  John B. Preston was
the first Surveyor General of Oregon who established
the first GLO on the west coast on May 5, 1851 at
Oregon City. Significant land patents issued included
the City of San Francisco town site plat and to Dr. John
McLoughlin, later named the Father of Oregon for his
assistance to American settlers, who came to the Oregon
Country beginning in the 1840’s.

     Tim Kent, BLM and USFS retired cadastral surveyor
and currently survey instructor at Clark County
Community College in Vancouver, WA talked about the
establishment of the Willamette Meridian that anchors
surveys in both Oregon and Washington, and the
importance of completing the surveys so that the public
domain lands could be transferred to settlers. Tim
demonstrated survey equipment used in the 1850’s and
1860’s.

     After lunch, the group traveled to the Champoeg
State Heritage Area in the northern Willamette Valley,
where participants viewed settlements dating back to
the 1830’s and 1840’s and learned how settlers lived.
They also heard about implementation of the Donation
Land Act of 1850 that applied only to Oregon, but many
of its provisions were later incorporated into the
Homestead Act of 1862.  The group visited the town
site of Champoeg that was completely destroyed by a
flood in 1861, and viewed an archaeological dig of a
house built in the 1840’s by Robert Newell. Retired
BLM and USFS archaeologist Beth Walton shared her
expertise relative to conducting digs and cataloging

artifacts. Participants appreciated the informative tour
and enjoyed the benefits of connecting with colleagues
and friends.

AN OPPORTUNITY TO HELP DEVELOPING
NATIONS MANAGE THEIR NATURAL

RESOURCES

The PLF and the International Conservation Caucus
Foundation (ICCF) have signed an agreement on

working together to strengthen the capabilities of
developing nations to sustainably manage their natural
resources.  The ICCF is an educational non-profit
organization engaged in conservation policy and the
export of U.S. conservation expertise.

     The PLF has agreed to provide advice and to help
identify retired experts to support and participate in
ICCF’s international initiatives, primarily teams of U.S.
conservation experts deployed to provide technical
assistance to developing nations in a wide array of natural
resources management disciplines.

     If and when a need arises, we will seek to match
skills and availability among our membership with
project needs.  For more information about the ICCF, go
to:  www.iccfoundation.us.  If you have an interest in
volunteering in a developing country, please contact
Beau McClure, Vice President for Operations, at
bcmcclure@cox.net.

CFC REMINDER

Attention BLM employees and PLF Members: The
Public Lands Foundation is again part of the 2012

Combined Federal Campaign (CFC).  Again this year
the PLF is using the business name of  “Conservation
and Protection of Public Lands” for the campaign.  Our
CFC number is 11786.  Please look for us under this
name and at our CFC number, and consider contributing
to the Foundation when the 2012 campaign begins this
Fall.  We have a special relationship with the BLM public
lands and our goals and objectives are directed at keeping
the National System of Public Lands in public ownership
and professionally managed for public purposes.
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IN MEMORIUM

The Public Lands Foundation regrets to inform you
that the following long-time BLM employees have

passed on.

Jerry Asher, BLM “Weed Warrior” worked as Wildlife
Biologist in Oregon, Nevada, and New Mexico; Chief
of Resources in the Medford District in Oregon;  District
Manager in Lakeview, Oregon, and on National Weed
Team stationed in Portland, Oregon, on September 12,
2011, in Lincoln City, Oregon.

David M. Carty, Adjudication Specialist in the BLM
Lands and Minerals Branches in the BLM Washington
Headquarters Office, on June 19, 2012.

Barry Cushing, BLM Forester and Resource Area
Manager in Oregon, Utah,  Arizona, Colorado and Idaho,
on August 6, 2012, in Meridian, Idaho.

Frances Balden, who worked on timber sales in the
BLM Oregon State Office in Portland, Oregon, on
February 12, 2012, in Nehalem, Oregon.

Jacquelyn Brown, who worked with the BLM in
Eugene, Oregon, on May 12, 2012, in Yuma, Arizona.

Harry R. Finlayson, BLM range conservationist and
District Manager at Pinedale, Wyoming; Battle
Mountain, Nevada;  and Salmon, Idaho; on August 1,
2012, in Salmon, Idaho.

James (Jim) Hollins,  a technician in the BLM Medford
District Office in Medford, Oregon, on July 24, 2012,
in Ashland, Oregon.

Louis (Lou) Jurs, BLM Wildlife Biologist at the
Spokane District Office, Spokane, Washington and
Resource Area Manager in the Folsom District Office,
Folsom, California, on July 19, 2012, in Canada.

Robert Gene Lathrop, BLM Forester in Ukiah,
California and Assistant Area Manager in Roseburg,
Oregon, on June 13, 2012,  in Roseburg, Oregon.

Jesse Lowe, BLM District Manager at Battle Mountain,
Nevada, Associate State Director at Cheyenne, Wyo-

ming, and Deputy Assistant Director for Technical
Services, in the BLM’s Headquarters Office in
Washington, D.C. on May 1, 2012, in Cheyenne,
Wyoming.

Anna McKenna, Support Services Clerk in the BLM
Montana-Dakotas State Office in Billings, Montana, on
August 11, 2012, in Billings, Montana.

Steven McRoberts,  Land Law Examiner in the BLM’s
Idaho State Office in Boise, Idaho, on August 8, 2012,
in Boise, Idaho.

Nina J. Madry, Supervisor in the Cartographic Section
in the BLM Idaho State Office in Boise, on August 30,
2012, in Garden Valley, Idaho.

Calvin Robinson, Printing Specialist in the BLM
Nevada State Office, on July  6, 2012, in Reno, Nevada.

Robert (Bob) Saunders, Land Use Planner in the BLM
Salem District Office, Salem, Oregon, on September 6,
2012, in Salem, Oregon.

Kenneth Walker, BLM Resource Area Manager at
Carson City, Nevada; and District Manager at Salmon,
Idaho and Ely, Nevada; on June 5, 2012 in Lewisville,
Idaho.

Lanny O. Wilson, BLM State Wildlife Biologist in New
Mexico and Idaho, and Manager of the Cottonwood
Resource Area in Cottonwood, Idaho, on July 24, 2012
in Cottonwood, Idaho.
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For America’s Heritage

The Public Lands Foundation advocates and works for the retention of America’s Public Lands in public
hands, professionally and sustainably managed for responsible common use and enjoyment.

Retiring?
Join PLF & keep in touch

with BLM and friends.

FIRST YEAR IS FREE!
Subsequent years only $35

Join NOW by sending name, mailing ad-
dress, email address and phone number
to Public Lands Foundation, P.O. Box
7226, Arlington, VA 22207.

REPORT FROM GLO COMMEMORATION SYMPOSIUM
September 12 - 15, 2012.

by Lee Barkow and Mike Ferguson

Now that the GLO Commemoration
Symposium is behind us, the

organizing committee is busy at work
preparing three separate reports on the
outcomes of the conference and reviewing
over 100 hours of video of the presentations
to edit into a documentary of the
commemoration. The Center of the
American West is taking the lead in
preparing the reports, with Lee Barkow and
Mike Ferguson acting as the primary PLF
members on the production team.

     The first report that will be produced
will highlight the activities, outcomes, and
recommendations of the Student Congress.
The report will provide a platform for the
next generation of public land managers and
users to put forth their vision.  While this
report was originally intended to be used
to brief the transition team for the new
Administration, events in Washington, D.C.
have not made this possible. The report now
will be distributed to key members of
Congress, focusing on the appropriate
committees in the House and Senate that
have oversight of public lands programs. We
will also ask the members of the Student
Congress to share the report with their
elected officials. This report will also be
sent to the BLM Director.

     The second report will be a comprehen-
sive report, which will capture the activi-
ties, discussions, and recommendations com-
ing out of the panel discussions, the
Roundtable of current leaders and the Stu-
dent Congress. It will include an executive
summary, an introduction that will set the
context of the activities, and the desired out-
comes. Each of the six conference sessions
will be summarized, and all conclusions or
observations will be captured. In the same
manner, the results of the discussions of the
Roundtable will be summarized and the rec-
ommendations developed by the Roundtable
will be noted. The results of the Student

(Continued on Page 3.)
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

        Ed Shepard

Today is New Year’s
Day, so let me start by

wishing you all the best for
2013 with the hope that you
and your families will have a
healthy and enjoyable 2013.

     Let me also start by thank-
ing the membership of the
PLF for electing me as your
new president.  I have to be

honest and tell you that I take on this position with a
little anxiety.  I retired just last June after nearly 38
years with BLM and was looking forward to sitting back
and relaxing, visiting family, and starting a business.
My decision to retire was not easy for me.  I love the
people in BLM, I love the land and the resources, and I
strongly support the Bureau’s mission.  I had a dream
job leading the BLM employees of Oregon and
Washington in trying to achieve that mission.  Why
would I want to leave?  After a few months of reflection
(including a few sleepless nights), I finally decided it
was time to let someone else have a chance to take over
the reins.  To quote my good friend, Tom Dyer, “it is
best to leave the party while you’re still having fun.”
But, how could I leave and still stay connected to the
resources and the BLM family?  That question was
answered when I was approached by George Lea about
standing for election when Henri “retired” from the
presidency.  If I became involved with the PLF, I could
stay connected to the resource issues and the BLM
family, and leave the bureaucratic “stuff” to the new
guy or gal.  Sweet!!!

     My anxiety comes from trying to fill some very large
boots in PLF.  If I said yes, I could be the third president
of PLF behind some truly outstanding people, George
who served for 22 years and Henri who served for three.
Both served PLF well and really moved the organiza-
tion forward in accomplishments and recognition.  And,

I knew that no organization is completely immune to
the bureaucratic “stuff.”  Could I move the ball forward
and was this something I wanted to do?  I spent awhile
before making my decision visiting with Henri, George,
and other PLFers that have mentored me over the years.
I soon learned that PLF is blessed with an active and
dedicated Board and lots of volunteers to share the load.
I got excited and decided, not only could I do it, I wanted
to do it.

     2012 was a very good year for PLF.  The celebrations
of the 25th anniversary of the PLF and the 200th

anniversary of the GLO were great.  They gave us an
opportunity to look back and bask in the many
accomplishments that the BLM and its predecessor
agencies have had over the years.  They also helped
PLF increase its recognition as an advocate for the
Public Lands.   We need to relish those successes and
thank the many volunteers and contributors that led to
them.  But, we can’t rest on our laurels.  We need to
build on the momentum PLF has built to further advocate
for the management of these important lands and
resources that contribute so much to the well-being of
the American people.

     2013 starts the second term of this Administration,
and this will bring in new people with different ideas of
how to go about the management of the Public Lands.
The BLM will be getting a new director that will have
his/her own thoughts on management and how to solve
the issues the BLM faces.  PLF can play a role in
suggesting criteria the Secretary may want to consider
in choosing a new leader, and then once confirmed,
supporting the new director in achieving goals that
comply with PLF principles.

     The new director will be taking charge in an era of
reduced budget and staff.  As it now stands, Congress
has averted the “fiscal cliff”… for two months.  Without
further action, the Government still faces mandatory

(Continued on Page 3.)
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sequestration at the end of that time.  That will
undoubtedly affect the capability of the BLM and the
morale of the employees.  Even if Congress does act in
time to avoid sequestration, BLM does not have a FY
2013 appropriation and Congress will be looking for
areas to cut funds.  The BLM, like all agencies, will be
expected to pony up its share, and part of BLM’s share
can be contributing to the revenue side of the equation.
The BLM has been successful recently reminding
Congress that, with proper management, BLM resources
can contribute financial benefits at about a 5:1 ratio.
But, BLM can only do their part if they are adequately
funded to carry out their mission.  PLF can and should
take a role in supporting an adequate appropriation for
BLM.

     Another issue that is emerging, or rather re-emerging,
is the issue of who should be managing the Public Lands.
Some would like to see the states manage the land, while
others would prefer private trusts.  I expect this will
continue in the coming year and in the new Congress.
Of course, PLF advocates for the proper management
of these lands and the full implementation of FLPMA,
including management by the BLM.  Some of this is
fueled by anti-Washington rhetoric and some by folks
that see this as an opportunity to push for their use of
the land over someone else’s.  However, we have to
recognize that some of the advocates for transfer of the
lands are fueled by frustrations over the inability of the
federal government to accomplish actions on the ground,
rather perceived or real.  In my view, PLF has an
opportunity to not just advocate for BLM retaining
management of the lands, but also to help the BLM
identify and provide solutions to resolve some of the
underlying issues that are causing this frustration.

     The PLF has played a significant role in advocating
for the Public Lands and we have many opportunities
to continue this advocacy, but the Board can’t do it on
its own.  I encourage you all to become involved if you
are not already.  Contact your state representative, listed
on the left margin of the front page, to ask how you can
contribute.  Or, when you are called by your
representative to help on an issue, say yes.

     I look forward to serving you as President.  Those of
you that have worked with me know that I like to hear
from folks.  The best way to reach me is by email at
sssstr1@comcast.net.

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
(Continued from Page 2.)

Congress will also be included in this report. The Ap-
pendix will include: a discussion about the public land
media course that was funded by the PLF and a descrip-
tion of the products that were produced by the students
during the course; the interview with former BLM Di-
rector Bob Abbey; the Re-enactment/Pre-enactment
Event with Thomas Jefferson, Theodore Roosevelt and
a visitor from the future; and the art produced in the Art
Contest by the high school students throughout Colo-
rado.

     The third report will be a 4-page fold-fold over
“slick” that is intended to capture all of the material in
the above report in a succinct format that will be used as
a briefing paper that various PLF members can use when
the opportunity presents itself.  It will also be sent to all
members of Congress as a “quick read” regarding the
activities.

     The target date for completion of these reports is
March 15.  All of the reports will be posted on a web
site developed by the Center of the American West and
concurrently posted on the PLF website. All reports will
direct the reader to these web sites for additional
information.

     We also have video footage of all of the events.  There
were at least two cameras filming the conference, the
interview with the BLM Director, and the Re-enactment/
Pre-enactment Event.  All of this footage is at the BLM
National Training Center in Phoenix.  We are currently
looking for volunteers to help Mike Ferguson, Elaine
Zielinski and Beau McClure review and edit the footage
into one or more videos for use by PLF and BLM.

REPORT FROM GLO SYMPOSIUM
(Continued from Page 1.)

The PLF’s 2013 Annual Meeting will be held in
Oregon during mid-September.   The meeting will

be hosted by the PLF Oregon/Washington State
Representatives and members. There will be panels,
speakers, discussions and a field trip, along with the
customary barbeque, banquet and entertainment events.
The details of the location and the theme of the meeting
are being worked out by the Oregon/Washington State
Representatives, and this information will be announced
on the PLF’s websites as soon as possible, and in the
Spring edition of The Monitor.

PLF’s 2013 ANNUAL MEETING
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BLM AND PUBLIC LAND NEWS ITEMS

Renewable Energy Projects - BLM reports that,
since 2009, the agency as approved a total of 34

renewable energy projects.   These consist of 18 solar
facilities in California (13), Nevada (4) and Arizona
(1); seven wind facilities in California (2), Oregon (3),
Nevada (1), and Wyoming (1), and nine geothermal
projects in Nevada (8) and Utah (1).

     These approved projects can produce 6,126
megawatts of solar energy, 3,863 megawatts of wind
energy, and 425 megawatts of geothermal energy, for a
total of 10,413 megawatts of additional energy.

Wild Horse and Burro Sales - BLM has announced a
new policy regarding conditions and restrictions on wild
horse and burro sales:

• No more than four wild horses and/or wild burros
may be bought by an individual or group within a
six-month period from the BLM without prior
approval of the Bureau’s Assistant Director for
Renewable Resources and Planning.

• When buying wild horses and/or burros, purchasers
must describe where they intend to keep the animals
for the first six months after the sale.

• Buyers must provide transportation for the purchased
animal from the Bureau’s short-term holding corrals
or other locations to its new home.  Specifics
regarding acceptable trailers can be obtained from
BLM.

• The BLM will inspect trailers and reserves the right
to refuse loading if the trailer does not ensure the
safety and humane transport of the animal.

BLM Wild Horse Ecosanctuary Up and Running -
The Deerwood Ranch in Centennial Valley, 30 miles
west of Laramie, Wyoming, was selected in February
2012 as the site for the BLM’s first wild horse sanctuary.
The 4,000-acre ranch is capable of providing long term,
humane care for up to 300 excess wild horses from public
lands in the West.  About 200 horses are now living on
the Ranch.  BLM and the Deerwood Ranch are
developing plans to host tours of the new ecosanctuary
and will be hosting a grand opening in the Spring or

early Summer.  Ecotourism is expected to help defray
some of the federal costs for operating the sanctuary.

BLM Lands Contribution to the Economy - At the
Public Lands Commemoration Forum in Phoenix, on
September 27, 2012, Acting BLM Director Mike Pool
reported that the BLM-managed lands  contributed $130
billion to the U.S. economy in FY 2011, while supporting
more than 600,000 American jobs.   In addition, Pool
cited the diverse recreational opportunities on the BLM
public lands, which provide immeasurable aesthetic and
outdoor leisure benefits to the American public.

BLM Public Scoping Meetings on New Vegetation
Treatments on Public Lands - In January, the BLM held
public scoping meetings in Worland, Wyoming; Reno,
Nevada; and Albuquerque, New Mexico to discuss and
get public comments on the proposal to use three new
herbicides - aminopyralid, fluroxypyr and rimsulferon -
as potential viable treatments for controlling noxious
weeds and other invasive species, and conserving and
restoring native vegetation, watersheds, and fish and
wildlife habitat on the BLM public lands. The public
comment period for the scoping process extends to
February 21, 2013.

BLM approves the SNWA Water Pipeline Project in
Nevada - On December 28, 2012, the BLM issued the
Record of Decision on the Southern Nevada Water
Authority (SNWA) application for a right of way across
federal land in Lincoln and Clark Counties, Nevada to
transport groundwater from the SNWA’s water rights in
Spring, Delamar, Dry Lake, and Cave Valleys, and from
SNWA’s private ranches in Lincoln County to Las Vegas.
The Lincoln County Conservation, Recreation and
Development Act of 2004 directed the Secretary of the
Interior to issue a right of way grant on Federal land in
Lincoln and Clark Counties, Nevada to construct a
groundwater delivery system.  After extensive
environmental analysis and consideration of public
comments, the Department of the Interior has decided
to grant the SNWA a right-of-way for the construction,
operation, maintenance, and termination of the mainline
water pipeline, main power lines, pump stations,
regulating tanks, water treatment facility and other
ancillary facilities of the project.
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PLF ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES

Letter supporting S.3525, Sportsmen’s Act of
2012

November 1, 2012

The Honorable Harry Reid
Majority Leader
The United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Mitch McConnell
Republican Leader
The United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Leaders Reid and McConnell:

Our organizations, which represent millions of hunters,
anglers and wildlife enthusiasts would like to express
our appreciation for the Senate’s strong bipartisan vote
to move forward with the Sportsmen’s Act of 2012 (S.
3525.) It is our sincere hope that Senate passage of S.
3525 and final enactment of a historic package of
legislation will occur before the end of the 112th
Congress.

The Sportsmen’s Act of 2012 is a compilation of bills
that will expand, enhance and protect America’s hunting,
recreational fishing and shooting heritage. Several of
the bills included in S.3525 have already passed the
House of Representatives with strong bipartisan support
during the 112th Congress including the Target Practice
and Marksmanship Training Support Act, the Polar Bear
Conservation and Fairness Act and the Hunting, Fishing
and Recreational Shooting Protection Act. In addition,
S. 3525 would authorize several vital conservation
programs to enhance waterfowl and other fish and
wildlife populations and conserve wetlands, aquatic
systems, and other habitats.

Never before has such a large and diverse coalition of
hunting, shooting, angling and other conservation
organizations united behind a common goal of enacting
such an important package of authorizing legislation.
Expeditious Senate action this November is the crucial
next step toward this historic achievement.

We have a strong shared belief that the 112th Congress
has an immediate opportunity to put partisan differences
aside to enact a package of legislation that will preserve
and enhance America’s hunting and fishing conservation
heritage for the 21st Century. We deeply appreciate your
commitment to seizing this historic opportunity and look
forward to continuing to work with you toward Senate
passage of S. 3525 and final enactment of a momentous
sportsmen’s package this year.

Sincerely,

Signed by PLF and 45 other AWCP organizations

Note:  The Sportsmen’s Act of 2012 did not pass in the
Congress because of budgetary issues.

Letter supporting the 2012 Farm Bill

Speaker John Boehner
Majority Leader Eric Cantor
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi
Minority Whip Steny Hoyer
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20510

November 26, 2012

The undersigned organizations, representing millions of
hunters, anglers, scientists, and conservationists,
encourage the United States House of Representatives
to prioritize passage of a full five-year Farm Bill during
the weeks that remain in the 112th Congress. We
understand the many pressing issues that await the
attention of Congress, but with the Senate having passed
its version of the Farm Bill, and a bipartisan committee-
passed version ready for the House floor, there is perhaps
no other legislation more ready for completion than the
2012 Farm Bill.

The Farm Bill represents the largest investment in private
lands conservation, funding programs that – by improving
air and water quality, helping to reduce flooding,
recharging groundwater aquifers, and creating essential
fish and wildlife habitat – provide meaningful benefits
to all Americans and taxpayers.

(Continued on Page 6.)
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PLF ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES
(Continued from Page 5.)

The bill currently waiting for floor consideration in the
House cuts $6 billion from conservation funding over
ten years, reductions in funding that will certainly impact
the delivery of on-the-ground conservation.  Although
we understand the need to be fiscally responsible and
reduce our national deficit, farm bill conservation
provisions are the very tools producers are using to
recover from the severe drought, wild fires, and other
natural disasters.  Conservation programs help build
resiliency into farming and ranching operations while
protecting our drinking water, cleaning the air we
breathe, and reducing soil erosion so events like the
Dust Bowl are less likely to occur again. What has
become clear since the 2008 Farm Bill expired on
September 30, is that the costs of having no Farm Bill
at all far outweigh the funding reductions passed by the
House Agriculture Committee.  We encourage House
leadership to bring that bill to the floor, and to oppose
any further reductions in conservation funding.

When looking for ways to improve the 2012 Farm Bill
for the American taxpayer, Congress should pass a Farm
Bill that also re-links crop insurance with conservation
compliance and that includes a nationwide Sodsaver
program.   Recoupling conservation compliance to crop
insurance and including a national Sodsaver provision
are fiscally responsible and necessary to avoid creating
environmental problems which would increase the tax
burden for local, state, and federal taxpayers.

Not a regulation, but rather a reasonable condition for
farmers seeking significant taxpayer support,
conservation compliance reduces taxpayers’ financing
of risky agricultural actions on unproven land.  It helps
focus federal crop insurance dollars on more productive
acres, and reduces the need for additional taxpayer
funded mitigation of environmental degradation in the
future. A nationwide Sodsaver program would reduce
the federal incentives that encourage conversion of
sensitive and marginal lands, and only a nationwide form
of the Sodsaver program would be fair to all producers
and taxpayers.  Both programs would realize savings,
and both were included in the Senate-passed Farm Bill.

Americans need a Farm Bill, and there is no better time
for Congress to complete this important task than over

the final weeks of the 112th Congress. If passage of a full
five-year Farm Bill is pushed into 2013 or beyond, bud-
get and landscape pressures will make completion of a
Farm Bill ever tougher. We encourage the House to bring
forward as soon as possible a Farm Bill that maintains
bipartisan Committee-passed funding levels, re-links
crop insurance and conservation compliance, and in-
cludes a nationwide Sodsaver program.

Finally, our country is recovering from the largest drought
since the 1930s, with most of the counties across the
nation being declared agricultural disaster areas by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture at some point during
2012, and 55 percent of the nation’s pasture and
rangeland rated in poor to very poor condition.  Any
temporary extension of the 2008 Farm Bill would be a
short-sighted, inadequate solution. Both the Senate and
the House Committee on Agriculture passed versions of
a five-year farm bill with strong bipartisan support. We
urge you to lead your colleagues in passing a new 2012
Farm Bill this year. We thank you for your consideration.

Respectfully,

Signed by PLF and 40 other AWCP organizations

Letter from Arizona PLF Chapter to BLM Arizona
State Office regarding recreational shooting on the
Lower Sonoran and the Sonoran Desert National
Monument.

January 7, 2013

Ms. June Shoemaker
Acting Deputy State Director, Resources
Bureau of Land Management
One North Central Avenue, Suite 800
Phoenix, AZ 85004-4427

Dear Ms. Shoemaker:

Thank you for the e-mail update of the protest situation
(no protests received) on the Sonoran plan.  And, thank
you for meeting with Tom Allen and me last month to
discuss recreational shooting in the Lower Sonoran and
the Sonoran Desert National Monument (SDNM).

(Continued on Page 7.)
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PLF ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES
(Continued from Page 6.)

The Public Lands Foundation is keenly aware of the
different views that exist regarding recreational shooting
in the SDNM.  Now that a decision to keep the SDNM
open to recreational shooting has been made, we are
most interested in seeing that two objectives we
suggested at our meeting with you be met.  Namely,
satisfying the needs of recreational shooters and
protecting the valuable resources of the SDNM.  We
are convinced that both objectives can be met.

We appreciate the considerable work that has been done
thus far to prepare for managing recreational shooting
in the greater Phoenix area and in Arizona.  Our opinion,
expressed at our meeting, is that the work that needs to
be done must be divided into two broad categories.  One
is outreach, designed to inform shooters and improve
respect for property and resources.  This outreach effort,
using the resources of Tread Lightly! and their Respected
Access program, should begin as soon as possible.

The other category of work is determining suitable
locations for more intensive recreational shooting to take
place.  This work should be led by the BLM who has
ultimate responsibility for land use decisions.  The
Arizona Department of Game and Fish is the logical
BLM partner to help with this work.

The PLF would like to assist the BLM in any way that
would be useful.  We have suggested that BLM strongly
consider taking the Respected Access program to gun
shows since they are one of the best places to reach the
program’s target audience.  PLF would be willing to
assist staffing a Respected Access booth.

PLF would also be willing to assist BLM in any possible
way in working with recreational shooting activities on
the ground once a plan for that activity is developed.
In the interim, we request that we be notified of
opportunities to participate in meetings and discussions
involving land best suited for more intensive shooting
in the SDNM.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ Beau McClure
Beau McClure, President, PLF Arizona Chapter

PUBLIC LANDS COMMEMORATION
FORUM — YOUTH ENGAGEMENT

PROGRAM ESSAY CONTEST

As mentioned in the Fall edition of The Monitor,
BLM and PLF involved 60 students from three

Phoenix high schools in a semester of learning—Sandra
Day O’Connor High School, Franklin Police and Fire
High School, and Arizona Call-a-Teen Youth Resources
High School (ACYR).

     These students were given the opportunity to compete
in an essay contest describing what they learned about
BLM-administered public lands during three one-hour
classroom sessions, a one-day hands-on Cadastral Survey
field trip, and attendance at the Public Lands
Commemoration Forum, and to present their ideas on
the future role of the public lands in general, and in
Arizona in particular.

     We congratulate the following essay contest winners
at Sandra Day O’Connor High School:

First Place—Emma Wood
Second Place—Becca Gonzalez
Third Place—Anya Rogers

     Essays from Franklin Police and Fire High School
and Arizona Call-a-Teen Youth Resources High School
were combined for contest purposes.  We congratulate
the following contest winners from Franklin Police and
Fire High School:

First Place—Ashley Merida
Third Place—Gloria Loredo

     We congratulate the following contest winner from
Arizona Call-a-Teen Youth Resources High School:

Second Place—Adriana Berrelleza

     (Photos of contest winners follow on Page 8.)

     First place winners received an iPad, second place
winners received a Kindle Fire HD, and third place
winners received a $100 gift card.  Judging of the essays
was done by a panel of BLM and PLF representatives.

(Continued on Page 8.)
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PUBLIC LANDS COMMEMORATION FORUM
YOUTH ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM ESSAY CONTEST

(Continued from Page 7.)

Sandra Day PLF Essay Awards Group

ACYR PLF Essay Awards Group
L to R:  Chris Hansel (Teacher), Michael Webb
(Principal), Beau McClure (PLF), and Adriana
Berrelleza (2nd Place Winner).  Photo courtesy
of BLM.

(Continued on Page 9.)

Franklin PLF Essay Awards Group
L to R:  Michael Abalos (BLM Arizona Pub-
lic Affairs), Heidi Bonfante (Teacher), Gloria
Loredo (3rd Place Winner), Beau McClure
(PLF), Ashley Merida (1st Place Winner),
Lorenzo Cabrera (Principal), and Ryan Sharp
(BLM Natural Resources Education Intern).
Photo courtesy of BLM.

L to R: Debbie Peters (American Studies
Program Coordinator), Emma Wood (1st Place
Winner), Anya Rogers (3rd Place Winner),
Beau McClure (PLF), Suzanne Wooton
(Teacher), and Dr. Bryce Anderson (Principal).
Becca Gonzalez (2nd place winner) is not
pictured.  Photo courtesy of BLM.
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PUBLIC LANDS COMMEMORATION
FORUM — YOUTH ENGAGEMENT

PROGRAM ESSAY CONTEST
(Continued from Page 8.)

      Excerpts from some of the essays are posted on the
PLF website at www.publicland.org.   As you will see
from the excerpts, the students were quite impressed
with the BLM; they loved the Cadastral Survey hands-
on experience; and they appreciated the opportunity to
meet the speakers at the Forum.  Several have since
made inquiries for internships with BLM.

     Principals and teachers at all three schools also were
extremely pleased with the results of this experience
and are looking forward to future opportunities to work
with the BLM. They and the students, alike, expressed
numerous times that this was a unique and valuable
learning experience.

PLF’S 2012 LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP
AWARDS

Each year the Public Lands Foundation recognizes
deserving individuals and organizations that have

worked to advance and sustain community-based
stewardship on landscapes that include public lands
administered by the BLM.   One organization and one
group of individuals were recognized in 2012 with
Awards for their commitment, leadership and initiative
to enhance the stewardship of public resources.  They
are the Blackfoot Challenge in the Missoula Field
Office area of Montana, and the Willow Creek
Coordinated Resource Management Plan Team in the
Kemmerer Field Office area of Wyoming.   The Citations
read as follows:

AWARD
Blackfoot Challenge – Montana

     The Public Lands Foundation presents The Blackfoot
Challenge with its 2012 Landscape Stewardship Award
and this Citation. The Foundation grants this recognition
to honor private citizens and organizations that work to
advance and sustain community-based stewardship on
landscapes that include, in whole or in part, public lands
administered by the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM).

     The Blackfoot Challenge (Challenge) was established
nearly 20 years ago. In 1994, the group hired an
executive director and became a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization. Over the years, members of the Challenge,
through individual and committee involvement, have
played a key role in finding collaborative solutions to
often complex, multi-jurisdictional natural resource
stewardship issues such as land acquisitions and
exchanges, noxious weed eradication, drought
mitigation, predator management, endangered species
recovery, forest health and fire prevention. The
Challenge is a model for the nation, often cited nationally
as an example of true community-based collaboration.

     Its mission is to “coordinate efforts that will enhance,
conserve and protect the natural resources and rural
lifestyle of the Blackfoot River Valley for present and
future generations.” The results of the Challenge’s
initiative and efforts to enhance stewardship of public
resources are numerous. One prime example is in the
area of noxious weed management. The Challenge, with
support from various agencies such as the BLM and the
Montana Department of Natural Resources and
Conservation has leveraged over $1 million in cost-share
for weed management and fire management on private
lands in coordination with public land stewardship.

     The Blackfoot Challenge is directed through a variety
of committees and supporting work groups, each of which
is chaired by a community Board member. In addition
to local citizen involvement, committee involvement
includes participation from the BLM, Forest Service,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and Natural Resources
Conservation Service. This volunteer effort is essential
to providing effective long-term solutions and programs
that benefit Agencies, the Blackfoot and its communities.

     Using a cooperative approach, the Challenge
addresses issues using what they term the 80/20 rule:
they spend their time working on issues where roughly
80 percent of the participants are in agreement. Issues
are resolved, building trust and relationships that are
crucial to eventually make progress on the other 20
percent of the issues where there is strong disagreement
or conflict. This consensus-based approach is effective
because everyone is at the table, voicing their concerns
and listening to the concerns of others. It is a time-
intensive process, but this deliberate approach ensures

(Continued on Page 10.)
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partners do not get ahead of one another, that everyone
is invited to participate, and more is accomplished on
the ground. The positive atmosphere fostered,
camaraderie among participants, and accomplishments
make this group a very worthy recipient of this award.

     The Public Lands Foundation is pleased to present
The Blackfoot Challenge with its 2012 Landscape
Stewardship Award and this Citation for invaluable
contributions to the stewardship of America’s public
landscapes.

/s/ Henri Bisson, President Public Lands Foundation,
September 15, 2012

PLF’S 2012 LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP
AWARDS

(Continued from Page 9.)

The Blackfoot Challenge
L to R: Gary Burnett, Executive Director, Blackfoot Challenge; Rich
Torquemada, Field Manager, BLM Missoula District Office; Jamie
Connell, BLM Montana/Dakotas State Director; Jim Stone, Rolling
Stone Ranch & President of Blackfoot Challenge; Kemp Conn, Public
Lands Foundation Montana Representative.  Photo courtesy of BLM.

AWARD
Willow Creek Coordinated Resource Management

Plan Team - Wyoming

     The Public Lands Foundation presents the Willow
Creek Coordinated Resource Management Plan Team
(Team) with its 2012 Landscape Stewardship Award and
this Citation.  The Foundation grants this recognition to
honor private citizens and organizations that work to
advance and sustain community-based stewardship on

landscapes that include, in whole or in part, public lands
administered by the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM).

     In 1994, the Team was formed through the efforts of
neighboring Willow Creek drainage permittees and
landowners and the Uinta County Conservation District.
Current Team members include adjoining landowners
and permittees, BLM employees, Natural Resource
Conservation Service permittees, the Rocky Mountain
Elk Foundation, Uinta County Conservation District,
Uinta County Cattlewomen, Uinta County Extension
Office, U.S. Forest Service, Wyoming Department of
Agriculture, Wyoming Game and Fish Department, and
the Wyoming State Forester.

     In 1994, the group applied for and
received an Environmental Protection
Agency 319 grant.  In 1995, the Team
and the BLM completed the Project
Implementation Plan.  And, the Willow
Creek Coordinated Resource
Management Plan was completed in
1999.  The short amount of time it took
to reach each milestone demonstrates the
unflagging commitment of Team
members.

     Resource projects have resulted in
improved habitat for pronghorn, elk,
deer and moose and ensuring existing
sage grouse leks are stable.  The Willow
Creek beaver population has increased
and the Colorado River cutthroat trout

population is thriving.  Vegetative  projects and
management activities near riparian areas have also
attracted strutting sage grouse.

     There are five BLM permittees on five allotments in
the Willow Creek drainage.  The long-term benefits of
the Willow Creek Coordinated Resource Management
Plan include a level of trust between the permittees and
the BLM, which allows flexibility of management based
on resource conditions.  This relationship has enabled
the Team to develop adaptive management techniques

(Continued on Page 11.)
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PLF LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION

     In addition to the Landscape Stewardship Awards
described above, the PLF also gives Landscape
Stewardship Certificates of Appreciation to individuals
and organizations who have worked to advance and
sustain community-based stewardship on landscapes that
include, in whole or in part, public lands administered
by the BLM.

     In 2012, PLF Certifications of Appreciation were
given to:

      Bill Sears & George Collins for their partnership to
develop a holistic management plan for managing the
public and private lands in both the Albert Creek
Allotment and a Company Ranch in an effort to improve
both forage and habitat for cattle and wildlife in the
Kemmerer Field Office area of Wyoming.

    Carson Hughes for his work on archeological,
paleontological, rangeland and riparian monitoring,
native seed collecting, and recreation related activities
in the Pinedale and Kemmerer Field Office areas in
Wyoming.

     Luke Lynch, Wyoming State Director of The
Conservation Fund, for his work in acquiring lands along
the North Platte River and to develop infrastructure to
enhance recreational use and protect natural resources
on these acquired lands in the Casper Field Office area
of Wyoming.

     The Citations for these Certificates of Appreciation
and the photos of the presentation ceremonies are posted
on the Awards page of the PLF’s website,
www.publicland.org.

Willow Creek Coordinated Resource
Management Plan Team

Front Row: Garle and Karen Henry; Middle Row:
Roger and Bonnie Spackman; Back Row: Patsy and
Verl Bird and Carol and Richard Hamilton.  Photo
courtesy of BLM.

Plan Team with its 2012 Landscape Stewardship Award
and this Citation for invaluable contributions to the
stewardship of America’s public landscapes.

/s/ Henri Bisson, President, Public Lands Foundation
September 15, 2012

PLF’S 2012 LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP
AWARDS

(Continued from Page 10.)

which include the ability to respond to weather and
market conditions, to use flexibility in grazing schedules
to accommodate mid-season vegetation variations and
moisture, to increase and establish monitoring data, to
change salting patterns to distribute livestock and
minimize impacts to an area, to establish a deferred
rotation grazing schedule through fencing, to stabilize
stocking rates and be flexible to allow for vegetative
and economic variations, and to increase funding
opportunities.

     The Team has been effective in fostering years of
community involvement including educational events
such as grade school students planting willow cuttings
and aspen and conducting water quality tests.  The team
has also provided for educational tours and programs.

     The Public Lands Foundation is pleased to present
The Willow Creek Coordinated Resource Management
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GEOGRAPHIC NAME HONORS FORMER
BLM EMPLOYEE

This past June, the United States Board on Geographic
Names approved “Staffel Island” as an official

geographic name for a previously unnamed island in
the Snake River in eastern Idaho.  The name
commemorates Herman “Skip” Staffel, who was
employed for over 30 years in the Federal government,
with the U.S. Forest Service, National Park Service,
and finally the BLM.  Skip passed away in 2006; and
before he retired, he served for several years as a realty
specialist and cadastral surveyor for the BLM Idaho
Falls District.

     The name proposal was submitted by the Idaho Falls
District, which stated that the geographic name would
serve as a reminder of the dedicated service that Skip
has given to preserve and maintain the precious natural
resources on America’s public lands.  Although most
federal agencies, including the Bureau of Land
Management, are hesitant to endorse the formal naming
of geographic features to honor their deceased
employees and retirees, Mr. Staffel’s extraordinary
accomplishments while assigned to the BLM Idaho Falls
District more than justified the proposed action.  His
exceptional efforts to define public land boundaries and
resolve land ownership disputes were fitting
achievements that complemented his distinguished
career.

     Support for the naming action was received from
the Bonneville County Commission, the Idaho
Geographic Names Advisory Council, and by letter from
Henri Bisson on behalf of the PLF.

RECENT BOOKS BY PLF MEMBERS

“Seldom was Heard an Encouraging Word - a History
of Bureau of Land Management Law Enforcement”
by Dennis McLane.  Copies are available from
Draywood Publications, 3355 N. Five Mile Road #169.
Boise, ID 83713-3925.

“The United States General Land Office in Oregon”
by Champ Clark Vaughn.  Copies will be available from

the BLM Oregon/Washington State Office at 333 S.W.
1st Ave., Portland, Oregon 97204.

“Images of America - Queen Creek and Superior”
(Arizona), by Carol A. Schumacher and Danielle M.
Tomerlin.  Copies are available from
www.arcadiapublishing.com.

“Historical Record of the Offices, Managers and
Organizations of the Bureau of Land Management,
Grazing Service, General Land Office and O&C
Revested Lands Administration - 1934 -2012” by Glen
Collins.  Copies are available from the PLF Archives,
c/o BLM National Training Center, 9828 North 31st

Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85051.

PLF ARCHIVES: RECOLLECTIONS ON
LIVES AND CAREERS

Have you ever thought of recording memories from
your life and career?  Many retired BLMers have

done that, and the PLF Archives contains a growing
number of their “recollections” of lives, careers, friends
and families.

     Some have written books like “From A to Z, the
biography of Art Zimmerman;” “Recollections of a
Government Forester” by John Lantz; “Wood Chips to
Trail Dust” by Mark E. Lawrence; “Alive with BLM
and the Peace Corps” by Ross Youngblood; “Russ
Penny’s BLM Memoirs;” “Reflections of a Federal Land
Manager” by Derrel Fulwider; “Defining Moments” by
Wayne Winterton;  and “Home Rule on the Range” by
Marvin Klemme.

     Some have written shorter papers like Bill Barker’s
“Personal Recollections of Early BLM Forestry in
California;” Keith Norris’ “Musings of an old Prairie
Fairy;”  Ed Hoffman’s “Musings of a Retired Manager
of the OCS;” “Personal Recollections about the Alaska
Pipeline” by Arnold Kohl; “Campfire Chronicles - BLM
Stories and Experiences” by Stu Carlson;  “Long
Shadows Cast by the Alaska Division of Lands, 1959 -
1967” by Roscoe Bell; and “A Career Remembered,” a
poem by Geraldine Lindahl of the Canon City District
Office.

(Continued on Page 13.)
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PLF ARCHIVES: RECOLLECTIONS ON
LIVES AND CAREERS

(Continued from Page 12.)

     Another popular way to record “recollections” is by
oral history interviews.  Pat Clason, a retired O&C
Associate District Manager in Medford, Oregon, has
made a hobby of doing oral history interviews for the
BLM and the Southern Oregon Historical Society.  He
has provided the PLF Archives with tapes and transcripts
of interviews with over 30 longtime Oregon BLMers:
Bob Barnes, Herb Bosselman, Ernie Black, Ken
Burkholder, Stan Butzer, John Carnegie, Pat Clason,
Joe Dose, Wilson Edinger, Dave Estola, George Frances,
Rod Fety. Walt Gavin, Jim Hart, Jerry Heinz, Guy
Higginson, Bob Hostetter, Bill Jensen, Mark Lawrence,
Sr., Bob Mason, Jack Merkle, Bob Metzger, Dick
Norlan, Eugene K. Peterson, Joanne Phillips, Tom
Roessler, Ron Sadler, Al Schmidt, Russ Hanson, Hal
Westover, and Jack Thompson.

     In Colorado, Cecil Roberts has provided copies of
his oral history interviews with Dale Andrus, Hank Ash,
Max Bridge, Euel Davis, Jack McIntosh and John
Russiff.  Other oral interview tapes and transcripts on
file in the PLF Archives are of Grazing Service Director
Ferry Carpenter, former BLM Directors Karl Landstrom
and Burt Silcock, and longtime BLM leaders like Joe
Fallini, Ed Rowland, Bill Mathews, Clair Whitlock,
Max Lieurance, and “Scoop” March.

     Over the past 10 years, the agendas of the PLF’s
annual meetings have included “Remembering BLM”
sessions which have given nearly 50 PLF members the
opportunity to talk about the highlights of their BLM
careers.  These “Remembering BLM” videotapes are
also on file.

     There is a wide variety of subject matter in these
“personal recollection” books, papers, and tapes.  Much
of the material relates to the Range and Forestry
programs, which were the primary mission of the Grazing
Service, the O&C Administration, and the early day
BLM.  Several of the books, like Margaret Embleton’s
“Advisory Boards Under the Taylor Grazing Act,” and
“Eugene Peterson’s “Pioneering Outdoor Recreation in
the BLM,” are among the best historical records
available.

     The main purpose of the PLF’s Archives is to collect
and store information and materials related to the BLM,
the BLM lands and land management programs, and the
BLM people.  Personal recollections are a great way to
document and preserve this kind of information.  In the
records of the PLF Archives, over 100 retired BLMers
tell about the people, events, struggles and
accomplishments that were important parts of their
careers, and their stories reflect the pride and satisfaction
they got from contributing to the management of the
public lands of the West.

     These “personal recollection” books, papers, audio
and videotapes, and transcripts are on file in the PLF
Archives in Phoenix, Arizona.  A complete list of the
materials is posted on the Archives page of the PLF’s
www.publicland.org website.  The materials are available
for review at the Archives; and the materials can be
loaned, or copies can be obtained, for the cost of
reproduction and mailing.  For more information, contact
Archives Manager Glen Collins at the PLF Archives, c/
o BLM National Training Center, 9828 North 31st Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85051, or at glendone@aol.com.  If you
have written or recorded  “recollections” of your career
in the BLM, the PLF Archives would like to receive a
copy.”

Note:  The above article first appeared in the Spring
2004 edition of “The Public Lands Monitor.”  It is
reprinted in this Winter 2012/2013 edition to inform a
new generation of BLM retirees about the
“recollection” resources in the PLF Archives, and to
encourage them to write or record accounts of their
experiences for inclusion in the history of the BLM.
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MARY LOUISE STRINGER LEA
Photographer / Peace Activist

1927 - 2012

Passed away on November 25, 2012 at her home in
McLean, Virginia, surrounded by her loving family

with the help of Hospice. Born in Glenns Ferry, Idaho
on December 11,1927, Mary was the youngest of the
seven children born to Ruth Lenore Perry Stringer and
John Edward Stringer. She is survived by her husband
of 63 years, George Lea, three daughters, Nora McCray,
Tarey Lea and Diana Lea, as well as six grandchildren,
and two sisters. Mary touched many lives with her
passion, irrepressible creativity, sense of humor and
compassion for others. She called herself, “The
Concerned Photographer” and described her camera as
her “choice of weapons.” Through her voracious appetite
for knowledge and insatiable love for current political
events, she was anything but complacent to the suffering
of others. Always ready to document with her
photography she worked tirelessly for peace with
Women’s’ Strike for Peace and The Grey Panthers. She
called herself a “professional volunteer” as she
generously gave her time and artistic talents to People
to People Committee for the Disabled, the Washington
Ethical Society Prison Reform, and in raising awareness
of the plight of wild horses on public lands in the western
US, she helped pass the “Wild Horse and Burro Act.”
Her creativity was passed on to her daughters who paint,
pot, and sew. Mary leaves behind many amazing
photographs and the countless lives that those images
have touched. She was a founding member of the
Northern Virginia Camera Club and active in the Mclean
Art Club, as well as the Daughters of the American
Revolution, Freedom Hill Chapter. She was always
willing to share her “pictures worth a thousand words.”
She will surely be missed. A private service for Mary
will be held in her home.

(Published in “The Washington Post” on December 2,
2012.)

PLF 2013 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Officers, Term Members, and State
Representatives listed on the front page of this

Public Lands Monitor were elected in the PLF’s annual
election which closed on December 15, 2012.

     In January 2013, Mike Ferguson of Phoenix,
Arizona, was appointed to fill a vacant Term member
position on the Board.  There are still State
Representative vacancies to be filled in California,
Colorado, and the Midwest States.

SPECIAL DUES PAYMENTS

We want to thank the following members who have
used one of the special dues categories to pay

their 2013 Annual Dues, or to make special donations
to the PLF.

Contributing Members:

Bob Bainbridge Mel Berg
Sonya Cox Levi Deike
Howard Geber, Jr. Meg Jensen
Robert Kindschy Larry Koch
Marvin LeNoue Marvin Pearson
William Ruddick David Vail

Sponsoring Members:

Louis Boll Gerald Brown

Donations:

Pat Harvey Charles Switzer
Frances W. Werner

“There’s more than one way to look
at a problem, and they may all be
right.”

            —Norman Schwarzkopf

“The only man who never makes a
mistake is the man who never does
anything.”
                         — Theodore Roosevelt
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IN MEMORIUM

Theodore (Ted) G. Bingham, BLM Reality Specialist
in Los Angeles and Bakersfield, California; Land Office
Manager in Cheyenne, Wyoming and Anchorage,
Alaska; Deputy Assistant Secretary in Washington, D.C.;
Associate State Director in Boise, Idaho; Deputy State
Director of Operations in the Arizona State Office; and
Senior Rights-of-way Specialist; on January 7, 2013,
in Phoenix, Arizona.

Donald R. Boyd, who worked in the Vale District in
Oregon, on December 17, 2012, in Boise, Idaho.

Rex Colton, BLM District Manager at Lander and
Worland, Wyoming and Miles City, Montana, and Chief
Division of Resources at the BLM Idaho State Office
in Boise, Idaho; on December 31, 2012, in Worland,
Wyoming.

Alan Evans, BLM Realty Specialist and Resource Area
Manager at Malta, Montana, on January 7, 2013, in
Roundup, Montana.

Jerry Harris, BLM Cadastral Surveyor in Alaska, on
September 21, 2012, in Anchorage, Alaska.

Andrew Heard, Jr., a BLM Range conservationist who
worked for the BLM in Colorado, Wyoming, Nevada
and Washington, DC., on December 17, 2012, in
Fredricksburg, Texas.

Paul G. Kirton, DOI Solicitor for over 50 years, and an
expert on the Alaska public land laws, on November 1,
2012 in Arlington, Virginia.

Jack K. Millar, Supervisory Engineering Technician
at the BLM’s Malta Office in Montana, on July 24,
2012, in Malta, Montana.

Gary Wayne Medlyn, Field Manager of the Egan Field
Office in the BLM’s Ely District in Ely, Nevada, on
March 11, 2012, in Murray, Utah.

Betty Ann Roseberry, who worked in the Records
Section of the BLM’s Anchorage District Office, and
later was a Land Law Examiner working on Oil and
Gas Applications in the BLM’s Alaska State Office in
Anchorage, Alaska, on November 24, 2012, in
Anchorage Alaska.

Lowell Russell, BLM Right of Way Specialist and PLF’s
Local Office Representative at Eugene, Oregon, on
September 5, 2012, in Eugene, Oregon.

Clifford W. Stephenson, Field Engineer for the BLM
in Sacramento, California, on December 22, 2012, in
Clear Lake, Iowa.

Gilbert Von (Von) Swain, BLM Range Manager in St.
George, Utah and Phoenix, Arizona; and Resource Area
Manager in Casper, Wyoming, on October 8, 2013,  in
Vernal, Utah.

James D. (Jim) Yoakum, BLM Wildlife Specialist, and
the first wildlife specialist hired by BLM,  in the Ely
District Office in Ely, Nevada, and in the BLM Nevada
State Office in Reno, Nevada; on November 21, 2012,
in Verdi, Nevada.

MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Received from: In Memory of:
Louise Senzel Irving and Jennie Senzel
Mat Millenbach Ralph Heft and Jim Ruch
Charles Hancock Calvin Robinson
Daniel Baker R. L. Thompson and Jesse

Lowe
Dwight Hempel Mary Lea
Beau McClure Mary Lea
Marvin LeNoue Jesse Lowe
Ed Spang Geren Long, Calvin Robinson

and Jim Yoakum
Phil Moreland Jim Renthal
Merilynn Webb Jerry Asher
Cathy Asher Jerry Asher
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• Increase the public’s understanding of and support for the

proper management of the public lands.
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